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Abstract
The reactivity of simple molecules on metal surfaces has been studied in the
light of the need to contribute to the understanding of two major chemical
reactions of outstanding practical importance: oxidation and dehydrogenation.
Both the oxidation and dehydrogenation are key reactions in energy conversion
systems such as fuel cell. For instance, the oxidation of metal surface is often
an initial step in oxidation reduction reaction (ORR). Dehydrogenation of
chemical hydrides, on the other hand, has increasingly attracted researchers in
field of hydrogen generation or in its potential as anodic fuel. An atomistic
modeling of the interaction of the simple molecules, such as oxygen and
borohydride, with metals, focusing on the fundamental energetic, geometric
and electronic properties, is conducted to advance current understanding of
chemical reactivities. Mainly, density functional theory (DFT) calculations are
conducted to study the:
(l) magnetic effects on oxygen (O2) reaction on Pt; and
(2) changes in borohydride structures with respect to metal catalyst (Pt vs Os),
H2O co-adsorption, and electric field.
In relation to (1), the dissociative adsorption of oxygen on Pt crystalline
surface is activated and that the dissociated oxygen atoms (Ou6) are strongly
bound on the surface. Reduced binding energy of Ou6 on surface has been
attained on some Pt monolayer bimetallic structures (MBS), however, weakly
bound oxygen atom on surface also indicates high dissociation barrier, which is
often undesirable. Fundamentally, such change in the stability of Ou6 on Pt
arises from the shift in Pt-d band due to strain effects or hetero-metal bonding.
This thesis integrates the theoretical works done, employing DFT
calculations, to explore the changes in reaction energy profile of oxygen on Pt
due to magnetic effects. Using Pt/M {where M : Fe(001) and Co(001)}, a
magnetic moment is induced on Pt (now aptly called ferromagnetic Pt/M). The
spin-down components of d-states are shifted towards the Fermi level (Ep). The
oxygen reaction on the ferromagnetic Pt/M is compared with the reference
system, Pt(100)-(1xl) (denoted as paramagnetic Pt or pure P0. A decrease in
both the oxygen dissociative adsorption barrier and the dissociated oxygen
atoms binding energy, with respect to that of the reference surface is attained.
This phenomenon is termed as Oz "activation". Interestingly, an emergence of
non-activated dissociative adsorption on PtlFe is noted. We found that the O-O
scission on PtlM is promoted due to fi* -d' hybridization changing the
occupation of the r* - states of Oz on Pt/M as compared with pure Pt. An
easier dissociation of 02 on PtlFe and PtlCo as compared to Pt has been
observed in half-cell experiments. Using a combination of DFT calculations
and Monte-Carlo simulations, the transition temperature of the ferromagnetic
PtlM is found to be higher than room temperature, indicating that its reactivity
can be retained at a wide temperature range.
On the other hand, for (2), a general consensus that hydrogen evolution is
prevalent on Pt has been established and has been attributed to the high activity
of the catalyst towards hydrolysis of borohydride. So far, there has been no
idea on why such reaction occurs until an experiment suggests large surface
coverage of hydrogen on the surface (H"a) after a sequence of
electrochemical-chemical steps: (l) BH4- ) BH+uo * e- and (2) BHau6 ) BHu.
+ 3Hao. We performed DFT calculations to veri$ and explain, in terms of Pt
surface electronic property, the chemical step (2). We found that borohydride
adsorption is dissociative on Pt. Such dissociative adsorption is observed on 5d
transition metals, except on Os (molecular). The difference in the B-H bond
breaking process on Os and Pt is drawn. We found that B-H breaking is
activated on Os and non-activated on Pt. This difference arises from the nature
of the d' and d, states at the Er. The significant elongation B-H bond on Os
implies vulnerability of the molecular structure towards B-H breaking upon
interaction with external factors such as H2O co-adsorption and electric field.
We then determined the changes in the BH+uo structures, in terms of changes in
B-H bond lengths, upon H2Ou6 co-adsorption and applied electric field. We
noted that BHaua structures change with HzOao co-adsorption due to
electrostatic interactions. In the presence of homogenous electric field, the
binding energy of the BHqua shifts due to first and second order Stark effect.
This (de)stabilization in turn, minimally changes the B-H bond lengths.
However, with HzOua co-adsorption, the applied negative electric field can
stabilize H2O monomer while deviating the H from planar configuration,
reducing the electrostatic interaction between the co-adsorbed species and the
promotion of B-H breaking due to HzO co-adsorption is significantly reduced.
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Chapter I
fntroduction
The need to understand the interaction of simple molecules (oxygen and
borohydride) with metal surfaces for certain industrial applications such as
energy conversion motivates the conduct of fundamental studies on oxidation
and dehydrogenation reactions on Pt, Pt-3d bimetallic systems and other pure
5d transition metals. Both the oxidation and dehydrogenation are key reactions
in energy conversion systems such as fuel cell. For instance, the oxidation of
metal surface is central to ORR in the cathode of polymer electrolyte fuel cell
(PEFC). Dehydrogenation of chemical hydrides, on the other hand, has
increasingly attracted researchers in field of hydrogen generation for PEFC or
in the use of chemical hydride as an anodic fuel in the anode of alkaline fuel
cell (e.g. direct borohydride fuel cell-DBFC). The background of this study is
detailed below:
1.1 Oxidation reaction
The oxidation of metal surfaces is a phenomenon that plays a central role in
heterogeneous catalysis. Key initial elementary steps in the o2-metal
interaction are dissociative adsorption and molecular adsorption. As an
oxidation catalyst, platinum (Pt) is widely used in chemical, electrochemical
and automotive industries, which leads to being one of the best studied systems
in surface science. Thus far, the dissociative adsorption of Oz on Pt crystalline
surfaces is activated and the binding energy of the separated oxygen atoms
(Ou6) is quite strong [-6]. Reduction of the binding energy of Ou6 proved to be
useful, from technological point of view, especially in the case where the ou6 is
an intermediate specie, where subsequent reactions with other surface species
should proceed (such as protonation of Oua into OHu6 in ORR). A weaker
bound Oua has been attained in various Pt monolayer bimetallic structures
(MBS) [7-12]. The origin of destabilizationof Ou6 is attributed to (very briefly)
the shift of Pt d-band towards lower energies. The basis of such line of thought
is discussed further in Chapter 2. A lower d-band characteristic of metal surface
usually indicates lower binding energy of adsorbates. It has been shown that
the reduction in the dissociative adsorption energy of oxygen results in an
increase in oxygen dissociation barrier [13]. And so, the dissociation barrier is
predicted to be higher in Pt-3d MBS than in pure Pt [7,8]. While the geometry
and electronic properties of the adsorbed oxygen species (0226 and Ou6) on
electronically modified Pt MBS have been extensively investigated, the
influence of the magnetic state of the Pt surface on its reactivity has not been
explored. There have been reports on the easier oxygen dissociation on Pt
catalysts on Co and Fe substrates based on half-cell experiments [4,15].
Moreover, studies on magnetic structure of oxygen molecular assemblies and
oxide phases on non-magnetic surfaces reveal interesting ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic interactions depending on the coverage [6-18]. These recent
experimental and theoretical investigations signifr the need for a fundamental
description of the adsorption properties of oxygen on a spin-polarized Pt. This
thesis integrates the fundamental surface science studies based on density
functional theory (DFT) calculations on the energetics of oxygen reaction on Pt
taking into account the magnetic state of the metal surface (pure Pt )
spin-polarized Pt). The ferromagnetic behavior of Pt on M is studied using a
combination of DFT and sampling method (i.e. Monte Carlo). In open
literature, this study has been the first attempt to bring the surface magnetism
field in surface reaction or vice versa. Although spin-catalysis has been drawn
as a concept from many years back, the change in the reactivity due to
spin-polarization of Pt surface has not been taken into account. Spin-catalysis
phenomena has only so far encompassed catalysts with 3d-transition metal
center such as Fe-porphyrin and similar complexes |9,201.
1.2 Dehydrogen ation reaction
The bond breaking involving hydrogen is an important step in dehydrogenation
reactions. Recently, chemical hydrides have received research attention due to
their high hydrogen content 121,221. Borohydrides are one such group of
compounds (i.e. 
-10.6 v,t%o in NaBH+ form) 122,231. Significant number of
research has been devoted to investigate their applicability for hydrogen
generation. Also, because of its high theoretical energy density, the direct
electricity generation from borohydride ion has been extensively investigated
123-251. When used as a hydrogen source, borohydride undergoes hydrolysis
reaction: (1) BH4- + 4HzO : B(OH)+- 't 4Hz, where the hydrogen is then
supplied to a fuel cell. As an anodic fuel for DBFC, borohydride is oxidized
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thru the following reaction: (2) BH+- +8OH- BOz- + 6HzO + 8e-
(E':-l.24VsHe). In the latter method of power generation, the main issue is the
co-occunence of (1) and (2) reactions on the anode. Reaction (1) leads to
atomic hydrogen on the anode resulting to a "mixed" potential of reactions (2)
and (3) H2 + 2OH' : 2HzO + 2e- (E":-0.828V) or to H2 evolution, which
reduces the coulombic effrciency. Achieving borohydride oxidation at more
negative potentials with no hydrogen evolution is an outstanding challenge
since catalyst known for high activity for borohydride oxidation (e.g. Pt, Ni, Ir,
Pd) are also highly active for hydrogen evolution. On the other hand, in the
former method, the hydrogen generation through hydrolysis reaction (l) is an
exothermic process and occurs even without a catalyst (pH < 9). To prevent H2
formation upon standing, the borohydride solution is typically maintained as a
strongly alkaline solution. Thus, H2 is produced only when these solutions
comes in contact with a catalyst. A number of noble and non-noble transition
metals/alloys have been identified to be catalytically active towards hydrolysis
reaction: Ru, Pt, Pt-Ru, Pt-Pd, Raney Ni and Co 126-31]. One of the main
targets of this method of power generation employing borohydride is a rapid
(but carefully controlled) Hz generation at ambient temperatures (and even
down to 0"C) without mechanical compression, addition of water, acidity or
heat. In some reports, the H2 yield can be manipulated using applied voltage
[32,33]. Given the above scenarios, whether the borohydride act as energy
carrier or as a storage medium, the hydrolysis reaction (l) on a catalyst under
relevant electrode potentials is an integral process which should be well
understood. The fundamental understanding of the reactions occurring on the
catalyst surface itself is often inaccessible to electrochemical studies. It is
known that central to the hydrolysis process is dehydrogenation of borohydride
on metal catalyst. This stimulates the present investigation on the B-H bond
breaking process as a result of borohydride interaction with the catalyst, water
and applied voltage. There has been a general consensus that hydrogen
evolution is observed on Pt, Ir and Pd [34-371while the tendency of Os to
catalyze hydrogen generation is speculated to be dependent on factors such as
the solvent, catalyst structure, applied potential etc. [38]. It has also been
considered that Os is a strong potential for a more controlled hydrolysis
reactions, aside from the fact that it is five times cheaper than Pt [38]. These
studies focus the present work on comparative study on the borohydride
adsorption on Os and Pt to determine the intrinsic role of the electronic
property of the metal surfaces to B-H breaking process. Furthermore, the
dependence the borohydride adsorption on factors such as water co-adsorption
and extemal electric field is explored. These fundamental surface science
studies conducted based on density functional theory calculations forms the
second part of the thesis.
The thesis is presented in the following, in Chapter 2 and 3, the (l) oxidation
reaction on Pt and PtlM systems and (2) dehydrogenation of borohydride on
5d-transition metals (focusing on Pt and Os), respectively are discussed.
Chapter 4 gives the conclusion and outlook. The theoretical background and
some derivations of the DFT are discussed in the Appendix section. Here, the
concepts and methods that are relevant to the systems and the computational
modeling employed in this work are given. Reference to this section is made in
the text whenever applicable.
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Chapter 2
Oxidatio■of Ferromagnetic Pt/M
2.1 F erromagnetic Ptlvl
2.1.1 Computational method
We start by discussing the target system where the oxidation takes place. The
ferromagnetic PtlM is a monolayer of Pt on a magnetic substrate, M (where
M:Fe, Co). This model is similar to the Pt MBS structures studied in relation
to some catalytic reactions introduced previously in chapter l. Similar
structures have also been synthesized and computationally modeled {e.g. PtlFe
and Pt/Co MBS, multilayers and other layered structures (LS)) due to
interesting two-dimensional ferromagnetic behavior, induced magnetic
moments, magnetic anisotropies and potential for magnetic recording media
[7-8,39-44]. The general picture that arises from these studies is that Pt grows
epitaxially and in layer-by-layer fashion on M. Also a ferromagnetic coupling
between Pt and M with a significant induced magnetic moment on Pt is
observed.
The atomic and electronic structures of PtlM are obtained using first principles
calculation based on DFT [45-47]. The theoretical background of this method
and the implementation code are discussed in the Appendix. The M substrates
are modeled by a five-layer bcc(001) slab in a (1x1) super cell. The Pt atoms
are pseudomorphically laid (i.e. Pt atoms on four-fold hollow sites) on the M
substrate, forming the Pt monolayer. Each slab is separated by 
-12.0A of
vacuum. The pure Pt is modeled by a four-layer fcc Pt(100)-(1xl) slab, which
exhibits the same surface structure as that of the ferromagnetic Pt/M surface.
The following are the details of the calculation methods and parameters used
for all systems (Pt/M and pure Pt). The electron-ion interaction is treated using
Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method [48,49]. As discussed in the
Appendix, this is appropriate for systems such as Fe, Co. The Kohn-Sham (KS)
equations are solved in a periodic system by expanding the wave function in
plane wave basis set, with a 400eV energy cutoff. The exchange-correlation
correction is based on generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [50,51]. Brillouin-zone
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integrations are performed on a grid of (4x4x1) Monkhorst-Pack k points with
a smearing of Methfessel-Paxton method [52]. The optimized PtlM surface is
obtained by relaxing the Pt layer and that of the two top-most layers of the
substrates. For the pure Pt, the two top-most layers are relaxed. The
optimization is conducted using the conjugate-gradient method t53] and
terminated until the Hellman-Feynman force on each atom is <0.01 eV/A. The
use of these parameters gives lattice parameters that are in good agreement
with experiments as discussed below.
2.1.2 Atomic and electronic structures
The calculated equilibrium lattice constants for Pt, Fe and Co are 3.9804,
L$44 and 2.810 A, respectively, which are in agreement with experiments
{3.960,2.860,2.820}[54-56]. The 2nd4rd column of Table 1 give the atomic
structure data for the Pt/M and pure Pt slab. The corresponding schematic
diagrams representing the atomic as well as the magnetic structure of the three
systems, Pt, Pt/Co and PtlFe, are shown in Figure l(a)-(c). In Table 1, we note
that there is a small lattice mismatch between the Pt layer and the M substrate,
hence, Pt is considered unstrained, consistent with experimental observations
on layer-by-layer epitaxial growth of Pt on M as discussed above. The
optimized Pt layer distance from the M substrate (d) is 1.62-L63A. For the
pure Pt, the first interlayer distance, 1.93A, gives a very minimal inward
surface relaxation of 
-3%o, consistent with experiment (2%) [57] and other
theoretical result (3%) [58]. We see that the Pt-M distance is contracted with
respect to the pure Pt by 
-0.30A. This is consistent with the stronger Pt-M
binding based on 1 Pt atom vacancy formation energy (E6rr) in the order of
-0.29eY as shown in the 4'h column of Table 1.
Table 1: Pt and Pt/M (M:Fe,Co) geometry, binding energies and magnetic
moments. Ea., is the I Pt atom vacancy formation energy.
Systeln    Lattice    Pt―M interlayer   Pt‐M binding     d―band
Mismttch  distancc(d)  (Edes){eV} Center(eV)
{%}    {Å}
Pt rnagnetic
moment
fμR)
Pt       ―-        1.93
Pt/Co     O.36        1.62
Pt/Fe     O.49        1.63
6.59
6.70
6.77
-1.80
…2.20
-2.42
0.00
0.43
0.62
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the PtlM and pure Pt structures: (a) side view
of PtAd systems showing Pt monolayer and M (Fe and Co) substrates and (b)
top view of Pt/M system showing the stable site of Pt atom and (c) side view of
the reference system, unreconstructed Pt(001) viewed along [010] direction.
White and shaded circles represent Pt and M atoms, respectively. Up arrows
give the magnetic moment direction in PtlM. Schematic diagrams show repeat
of unit cell in x direction.
The Pt―M binding encrgy(Edcs)iS deincd as one Pt atom vacancy follllation
energy,calculatcd using the following exprcssion:
(2.1)島θs=らな+島ほb*―ぬ αb
where Eps and Eshb* are the energies of the isolated Pt atom and slab with I
Pt atom vacancy, respectively. Due this stronger Pt-M binding, a greater
over-lap of d-states leads to lower d-band for the Pt layer as compared to the
pure Pt, in the context of the rectangular band model [59,60]. Because of such
strong hetero-metal interaction, the originally peaked d-states of the component
systems broaden. And in the hybridized states, the d band-width is wider. A
broad d-band should shift towards lower energies due to charge conservation.
Below is a schematic diagram (Figure 2) illustrating this concept.
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Figure 2: Diagram illustrating the rectangular band model as applied in
hetero-metal interactions (bimetallic or alloys). Left-most panel (a) shows the
narrow band; middle panel (b) shows the increase in d-band width and
right-most panel (c) gives the shifted d-band towards lower energies to
conserve the d-band filling {(a) vs (c)}.
Another interesting property of the Pt/M is its ferromagnetic property. As
shown in Figure l, a magnetic moment is induced on Pt layer in direction
parallel to that of M. The values of the induced magnetic moments are:0.62ps
and 0.43ps on Fe and Co substrates, respectively. As discussed before, the
induced magnetization of Pt has been experimentally observed in Pt/Fe MBS
and in Pt/Co LS [41,44]. These are based on room temperature x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements. So we shall skip this for a while
until we get to the finite temperature magnetic properties. The origin of
magnetic property of an unfrlled Sd-shell, which is nonmagnetic in pure metal,
is usually understood in terms of strong mixing of 5d-states with M 3d-states,
giving a spin-splitting of electronic states near the Fermi level (Ee). We also
observed the same phenomenon for Pt/M as shown in Figure 3. Here, we show
the DOS projected onto the Pt surface atom and M underlying atom for Pt/M.
The LDOS of pure Pt is shown as dashed lines. We note that the
spin-polarization of the Pt layer is due to the hybridization with Fe/Co-3d 
-
states. The orbital-resolved LDOS for Pt and Pt/M are shown in Figure 4. We
note that the spin-splitting changes the character of the d-orbitals. For instance,
the spin-down du state, which is filled in pure Pt {Figure a(a)} is shifted
towards the Ee in Pt/M {shown by the arrows in (b) and (c)}. The spin-up filled
d*, state in PtlFe is closer to Er than in pure Pt. Unoccuppied dy, state above the
Ep disappears in Pt/Fe, while a spin down peak at Ep is noted for Pt/Co.
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Figure 3. DOS projected on the surface Pt
(bottom panel) Pt/Fe. The non-spin-polarized
dashed lines. Energy is given relative to Ep.
atoms on (top panel) Pt/Co and
d-states of pure Pt is shown as
“
)
'rr*
I
o,,
-' 
PUFe
E€F
tr'igure 4: Orbital-resolved LDOS of (a) pure Pt, (b) Pt on Co and (c) Pt on Fe.
The spin-polarization of du, d' and d*, states are shown. Energy is given
relative to Er.
A nice spin-down d..peak at Ee(Pt/Fe) and near Er (PtiCo) strongly originate
from the Pt du 
- 
p1 dxv interactions as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Such
hybridization is made possible by the hollow site stable adsorption of Pt atom
on M (recall Figure l(b)).
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Figure 5:(Top―le食)Pure Pt dzz,(top…righ )Pt on(Fc)after hybridization with
(bOttOrn_right)mdCrlaycr Fc―dxy.Charactcristic of pure Fe¨dxy is shown in
bottorn―lc■.
4
Figure 6: (Top-left) Pure Pt dzz, (top-right) Pt on (Co) after hybridization with
(bottom-right) underlayer Co-d*r. Characteristic of pure Co-d*, is shown in
bottom-Ieft.
E‐EF●り
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2.2 02 dissociative adsorption
2.2.1 Computational method
The first principles calculations performed for OzlPtlM and OzlPt is also based
on DFT. The electron-nuclear interaction is treated within the PAW method as
well, as discussed in Appendix. Basically, the same methods are used for the 02
reaction on the three systems: Pt/Fe, PtlCo and Pt as with the bare slabs. A
bigger supper cell (2x3) is used so as to prevent significant adsorbate
interaction between neighboring supercells. In Figure 7, we show the pathways
of Oz approach. The same optimization schemes are employed, however, to
lower computational cost, only the oxygen and the first layer Pt atomic position
are allowed to relax near the surface. The DFT:-GGA implementation yields a
bond length of 1.244 and a dissociation energy of 5.67eV, in general
agreement with experiment (1.21A; 5.25eV) [61] and with other DFT-GGA
calculations (1.244;5.64eV) [62,631. The binding energy of oxygen atom on
pure Pt in a 0.25ML coverage (coverage here is defined in terms of number of
surface atoms). We used the same coverage as in Ref. 62 and compare the most
stable site and binding energies. The binding energy is referenced to the total
energy of optimized bare slab and isolated oxygen atom:
(2.2) Eb = Etotut 
- 
(Esmn I Ei.sotated o atom)
It is true that O atom is not stable in gas phase but for comparative purposes we
use the same reference systems as in the other DFT calculations. We found that
the bridge site (6) is preferred over the four-fold hollow (h) and top (r) sites.
The binding energies are in the following order: -3.90eV (b) > -3.65eV (ft) and
-3.27eY (r). These are shown in Table 2 along with the geometric properties.
The binding energy calculated using DFT-GGA in 162l is -3.80eV. Therefore,
there is a good agreement between the binding energies of oxygen on
Pt(100)-(lxl) and those of the other theoretical work [62]. Generally, for any
coverage, the bridge site has been found to be the most stable site I62,64,65f.
The preference for bridge over the more coordinated site has been explained in
terms of more localized Pt-O bonding on bridge. The O atom on hollow site is
prone to destabilization due to pair-wise repulsion.
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Table 2: Chemisorption data for O on Pt(100)-(1x1) on three different high
symmetry sites, bride (6), hollow (h) andtop (r).
bridge hoHow top
Eu(eV)
O-Pt vertical distance, z (A)
O-Pt bond len$h (A)
-3.90
|.29
1.97
-3.65
1.15
2.28
-J.Z I
1.83
r.83
2.2.2 Energetics of 02 dissociative adsorption
2.2.2.1Oz on PtlFe
The favorable pathways for 02 reaction on Pt/M
section.
and Pt is discussed in this
Top view Side view
Figure 7: Configurations for Oz dissociative adsorption (also called pathways)
on Pt and PtlM systems. Potential energy (PE) for the Oz reaction on the
surfaces is calculated at different increments in r and z as shown on the left.
The supercell used is shown in dashed line.
The different confrgurations of Oz are described in terms of the orientation of
O-O axis and the position of the center of mass (c.m.) of the molecule (whether
it is over bridge, hollow or top site). For instance, t-b+ refers to the
configuration where the Oz c.m. is over the bridge site and the O-O axis spans
towards the top sites. Other pathways include O-O axis perpendicular to the
surface (b-b, h-h, and t+ pathways). A total of 9 configurations are considered
to sufficiently accommodate the degrees of freedom of the molecule. Each
pathway is explored by calculating the total energy of O2lPtlM systems as a
function of the height of the molecule from the surface (z) and the O-O bond
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length (r). For comparison, the same is done with OzlPt. All energies are
potential energies (PE) with respect to the separate slab and Oz:
(2.3) Eb = Etotrl - (Esma * Egasphase oxygenmolecute)
The r and z step-size are 0.1A and 0.24, respectively. The r step size is chosen
to be suffrciently small to ensure smooth variation of PE. We start with Pt/M
(M:Fe). In Figure 8, we show the variation in potential energy along the
reaction pathways described above. Perpendicularly oriented Oz is very weakly
bound and still resembles that of the gas phase Oz, indicative of a very low Pt
surface reactivity with Oz arriving vertical and so trajectories 7-9 were not
included in the figure. Bond scission is found to be unfavorable in these
configurations. Here, the analysis of PES focuses on 02 arriving with O-O axis
parallel to the surface. In all the configurations, the molecule enters at around
z:3.60 A from the surface with a 1.24L bond length. This z distance is
sufficiently far as verified by the zeroPE at this point.
t2 1 6 
neaclion cooroin"t€ (Angstsom)
Figure 8: Variation of potential energy (PE) as 02 approaches the Pt/Fe surface.
The PE is determined with respect to separate Oz and Pt/Fe slab. The potential
energies per configuration are calculated as a function of the height of the
molecule (z) and the O-O bond lenglh (r).
Based on the PE curves, 02 traverses both t-b-t and b-h-b paths without
obvious barriers. The adsorption of oxygen in t-b+ is molecular and that on
b-h-b is dissociative. Because of the shape of b-h-b PE curve (practically
banierless), it is likely that stable observables on the surface may not involve
molecular 02. Thus 02 dissociates spontaneously on Pt/Fe along the b-h-b. The
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direct b-h-b pathway is therefore a very favorable pathway and an important
configuration to focus on for magnetic effects of surface in the reaction. We
shall as well focus the discussions on this pathway for the rest of the other
systems, Pt and Pt/Co (although other reaction pathways are also calculated for
completeness sake and for comparison with experiments when available ).
The atomic structure of dissociated Oz at b-h-b on PtlFe is shown in Figure 9.
The r and z distances at the final state (FS) are 2.804 and I .40A. respectively.
The binding energy of the separated atoms (2O^i is -1.33eV. These data are
shown in Table 3. The geometry of the transition state (TS) will be discussed
later when it is compared with the other two systems for the analysis of
substrate effects (2.2.3).
Figure 9: Geometry of dissociated oxygen following b-h-b confreuration. The
r and z distance are shown.
Table 3: Dissociative adsorption data of Oz on PtlFe along the b-h-b.
b-h-b
E6 (eV) at FS (20"6)
E5 (eV) at TS
O-Pt vertical distance, z 1A; at nS
O-O bond length (A) at FS
-r.33
0.00
1.40
2.80
2.2.2.2 Oz on Pt
The dissociative adsorption of Oz on low-index pure Pt surfaces {(l1l) being
extensively investigated) is activated whether in a direct or via molecular
precursor pathways [-6].For Pt(lll) and Pt(110), generally, 02 follows the
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latter. In Figure 10, we show the favorable pathways for 02 dissociative
adsorption on Pt(100)-(lxl), which is the reference system in this work. A
small barrier exists in b-h-b pathway (0.l6ev) while none is noted in rb+.ln
the same way, b-h-b and t-b+ are dissociative and molecularly adsorption
pathways, respectively.
Reaclion coordinato (Angstfom)
Figure l0: Variation of potential energy (PE) as 02 approaches the pure Pt
surface. The PE is determined with respect to separate Oz and Pt slab. The
potential energies per configuration are calculated as a function of the height of
the molecule (z) and the O-O bond length (r).
The binding energies of 2Ou6 in b-h-b is -2.54eV and of Ozuo in t-b-t is -I.29eY.
The geometries are similar with that of Pt/Fe but the r is more stretched and z is
contracted, indicating more stable adsorbates. The r and z distances are:2.824,
I.28A, respectively. For t-b-t, the r and z distances are 1.36A and 1.84A,
respectively. Table 4 summarizes these data. We further note a crossing point
between t-b-t and b-h-b which suggests a dissociation pathway from
molecularly adsorbed 02 (surface dissociation). Thus we check the activation
barrier by PE scan over the Oz translation across the surface (shown in the inset
figure). In this path, the activation barrier is 0.20eV. Oz on pure Pt may then
most likely traverse the direct path. The activation barrier for direct b-h-b
pathway is still lower than the surface dissociation pathway. Moreover, we note
that due to the low barrier along b-h-b, Pt(100)-(lxl) seem to dissociate the
molecule easier than on other facet, for instance Pt(lll) [1,66]. We will not
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tackle the reason for the differences between these crystalline facets, although
this is also one of the interesting areas to explore theoretically.
Table 4: Dissociative adsorption data of 02 on pure Pt along the b-h-b and t-b-t
pathways.
Data ら―乃―ら ′―bィ
Eb(eV)at FS
Eb(eV)at TS
O―Pt layer distance,z(A)at FS
O-O bond length(Å)at FS
-2.54
0.16
1.28
2.82
-1.29
0.00
1.84
1.36
These PE curves at b-h-b and t-bt give the same general picture of Oz
dissociative adsorption as that revealed by the initial sticking probability
profile, so(Ei) of Oz on Pt(100)-(1xl) at 300K as shown in Figure 11 [2]. The
profile shows a steep fall of s6 with increasing Ei, which indicates that a
molecularly chemisorbed or physisorbed Oz could be a precursor to
dissociation. The subsequent rise of the so with increasing E1 is due to opening
up of another channel to adsorption, an activated direct dissociation channel.
0←
El=0調OV｀
●8錯
Incttent Angle(rela饉▼●t●th●etrace nomal,(°,Tra哺●lati“al Ene■y(●Ⅵ
Figure ll:(Le■)Initial sticking probability as a hction of no.11lal
translational cncrgy for nollllal incidence at a surfacc temperature of 300K.
(Right)The angular variation of the initial sticking probability for bcarns of
incident energy O.05,0.39,and O。66e4ヽ[2]
This energetic and pathways are further confirmed by the dependence of s6 on
incident angle which reveals that at higher energies parallel momentum has a
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strong inhibiting effect on the adsorption. This is believed to be due to
variation of barrier heights across the unit cell with high baniers shadowing
low barriers at large angle of incidence. By detailed balancing arguments based
on Figure 11 (right panel), adsorption is activated in the high energy range
(where direct dissociative adsorption channel is accessed) and non-activated in
the low energy range (where the molecular precursor channel is accessed). And
these are what the calculations in this work have also revealed (recall b-h-b and
t-b+ in Figure l0). Such profiles are also typical for other crystalline surface
such as P(l11).
2.2.2.3 Oz on PtlCo
Similar PE curves are noted for Pt/Co (Figure l2), however, the b-h-b has
lower barrier (0.1 l eV) as compared to Pt, but higher as compared to Pt/Fe. The
separated atoms are bound to the surface at -1.44eY. This is much weaker than
in Pt and just a little greater than in Pt/Fe. The dissociated atoms are 2.80A
apart. Table 5 summarizes these values. It appears that the trend that arises
from the energetics of the reaction of Oz along b-h-b pathway is that the PtlCo
lies in between the Pt and Pt/Fe. We will discuss the origin of this trend in the
next section. For t-b-t pathway, r and z distances are I .374, and 1.904,
respectively. The binding energy is -0.93eV. We will compare this /-b-l site
appropriately later with Pt in section 2.2.4.
R€aclion coordinate (Angstom)
Figure l2z Yariation of potential energy (PE) as 02 approaches the Pt/Co. The
PE is determined with respect to separate Oz and Pt/Co slab. The potential
energies per configuration are calculated as a function of the height of the
molecule (z) andthe O-O bond length (r).
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Table 5: Dissociative adsorption data of Oz on Pt/Co along the b-h-b and t-b+
pathways.
Data b―乃―b ′―b―′
Eb(eV)at FS
Eb(eV)at TS
O―Pt layer distance,z(Å)at FS
O O¨ bond lcngth(Å)at FS
-1.44
0.H
l.38
2.80
-0.93
0.00
1.90
1.37
2.2.3 Analysis of the substrate effects
In determining the change in the Oz reaction due to the substrate, we take into
account 02 dissociative adsorption via the direct path. As pointed out
previously, this pathway is the b-h-b.In Figure 13, we show the PE curves for
b-h-b confrguration of the three systems.
Rcaclion @ordinatc (Angsfom)
Figure 13. Variation of potential energy (PE) as 02 approaches the Pt and PVM
surfaces. The PE is determined with respect to separate 02 and slab. The
potential energies per configuration are calculated as a function of the height of
the molecule (z) and the O-O bond length (r).
Two important regions in this PE plot direct us to some trends to analyze. The
first is the potential minimum, identified as 2Oad binding energies (designated
as FS before) and the other is the activation barrier or the binding energies at
TS. The trend in the activation barriers for the systems is as follows: Pt
(0.l6eV) > Ptlco (0.1leV) > PVFe (0.00eV). And the binding energies of 2Ou6
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is: Pt (-2.5aep > PVCo (-l.44eV) > Pt/Fe (-l.33eV). We first discuss the
comparison between FSs. The strength of the binding of the dissociated O
atoms on the surfaces can be correlated with the position of the d-band of Pt.
The adsorption is much weaker in Pt/M owing to the lower d-band of Pt layer
on M due to strong hetero-metal bonding and shorter Pt-M interlayer distance
as discussed in 2.1.2. Generally, such lower d-band can lead to coupling with
adsorbates 2p 
-states leading to repulsive interactions due to low anti-bonding
state as a result of the splitting of hybridized states. For the TS, the activation
barrier on PtlM should be much higher than on Pt based on the differences in
the 2Ou6 binding energies (in the order of leV). However this is not the case.
We have noted that barriers are a bit lower on Pt/M. The trends on the binding
energies and the d-band center of the Pt on the three systems (pure Pt, PtlCo
and Pt/Fe) are plotted in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Trend of the 2Ouo binding energies with the d-band of Pt (black data
series) and of the activation barriers with the d-band of Pt (red data series).
Previously, we have noted that despite the over-all downshift of the d-band, the
spin-down component of certain d-orbitals, for instance, the d.., are
significantly shifted towards the Er due to spin-polarization of Pt layer in PtiM.
This d, is formerly filled in pure Pt (Figure 4). We can then check how such
d,, states of Pt/M hybridize with the O-2p states. In Figure 15, we show the
orbital-resolved LDOS plots for OzlPtlM and OzlPt at TS.
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Figure 15: LDOS of (a) OzlPt (b) O2lPt/Co and (c) O2lPt/Fe . (b) and (c) show
r*- Pt d-states hybridizations. The increased occupancy of spin-down ni in
Pt/M systems is depicted by the bold arrows. Thin ilrows show the change in
the broadening of nii-states.
We note that the anti-bonding state of Oz parallel to the surface (nfi) is
broadened and shifted towards lower energies for all systems {top panels of
Figure 15(a)-(c)). However, the broadening is more pronounced on Pt/M,
especially in PtlFe {see the line arrow at Figure l5(c)}. For the perpendicular
O2-antibonding orbital, ni, the interaction leads to occupancy of the
spin-down component (bold red arrows). We note that the unoccupied
spin-down ni of the gas phase 02 remains unoccupied on pure Pt, partially
filled in Pt/Co and completely filled on PtlFe. A better picture of this
interaction is shown in Figure 16. The geometry at the TS is r:1.3A and
-2.404, Gt/M) and z:2.80A et). It is well-known that the occupation of
anti-bonding states conelates with the extent of O-O bond elongation. This
occupation is destabilizing in Oz. Furthennore, the spatial orientation of d,
(protruding perpendicularly out of the surface) poses an important feature over
which the interaction (over-lap) with the molecule's p-states at high vertical
distance from the surface can be enhanced.
(C)
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Figure 16: Schematic diagram of nl-do interaction in Pt/M systems. This
interaction occurs at 02 z e2.40L) distance from the surface and is responsible
for the occupancy of the spin down nl.
Z.2.4Molecular Ozon PtlCo and Pt
The purpose of this section is to compare the molecular 02 configuration on
Pt/Co and Pt (cases where Oz dissociation barrier exists). The general picture of
the Oz adsorption in t-b-t is that the oxygen is more bound to the pure Pt
surface (in the order of 0.33eV) than in Pt/Co. This tend is the same as that
observed on b-h-b. Same argument on the entire low-d band of PVCo can be
applied. The atornic structure is shown in Figure 17. Next, the O-O bond is
elongated ftom 1.24A (gas phase) to 1.36A on pure ft and to 1.37 A on Pt/Co.
Figure 18 shows the hybridizatton of the d-states with the O2-antibonding
states (nfi and ni). The broadening of nl-states are more pronounced on Pt
than that of Pt/Co. The adsorption involves significant interaction with other
d-orbitals such as d*". For nfi, we can see interesting features (bold arows). In
Pt/Co, spin-down nfi is partially filled and exhibits good hybridization with
do (see the arrow at the bottom panel) and on d*". In pure Pt, nii hybridize
with d*, very well though an unoccupied peak is recognizable. Hence, the
effect of the do state on PVCo interaction with Oz is still evident but do not
govern the final state adsorption energetics as other d-states come into play.
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Figure 18: LDOS of 02 on (a) Pt, (b) Pt/Co ,showing the bonding (r) and
anti-bonding (n*) states. Hybridization with Pt dnand d*, states is also shown.
2.2.5 Has easier 02 dissociation on PIIVI been observed?
So far, there have been no UHV experiments to confirm the findings above.
Howeveg an easier dissociation on Ptrs;n/Fe and Pt5pin/Co have been observed
by Watanabe group based on half-cell experiments [4]. Such favorable
reaction produces large coverage of Os6 on the catalyst surface based on their
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure l9). FurtherTnore, it was
found that there is a positive core-level shift of Pt 4f in the systems indicating
upshift of Fermi level (or d-band shift to lower energies). Henceo an
‥
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explanation of the facile (or easier) dissociation was sought by this group. The
computational modeling done above is far from describing a solid/liquid
interface, hence the over-all reaction occurring in these systems can not be
captured. But if we take into account the interaction between the metal surfaces
and the molecule in question, then the above findings can corroborate
qualitatively, specifically on the order of the reactivity (i.e. energy cost to
dissociatively adsorbed Oz): Pt < Pt/Co < PVFe.
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Figure 19: Negative linear sweep voltamograms on Pt, Pt/Co and PtlFe
electrodes and coverages of Ou6, OH66 and (d) H2O"6 on the electrodes. [4]
2,3 Transition temperature of PtlM
Because of the role of the magnetic state of Pt/M in changing the dissociative
adsorption properties of oxygen, the study on the finite-temperature magnetic
properties of the surface is imperative. This allows oneo for instance, to
determine temperature range where the adsorption properties are
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distinguishable between the pure and the polarized Pt. These also imply a
possible (and accessible) control of the surface reactivity via the temperature.
In this section, we discuss the transition temperature of Pt on M. Here, we
determine the spin orientational fluctuation of the two systems, PtlCo and Pt/Fe
(composed of a Pt layer and 6-layers of M) as a function of temperature using a
combination of constrained DFT and sampling method {Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation). The effective Pt-M and M-M inter-atomic exchange parameters
are obtained by fitting the first-principles total energy of the chosen
non-collinear magnetic configurations obtained by DFT calculations to the
effective Heisenberg model:
(2.4)負%/f=一Σμνttν Oμ・Oυ,
where the 6u (6u) gives the direction of the local moments on the ltn (utn)
atomic site and the fuu is the exchange parameter between the pth and vft
nearest neighboring sites. These exchange parameters are then used in MC
simulation to determine finite-temperature magnetic properties such as (1)
room temperature magnetic moment and (2) transition temperature.
2.3.1 Constrained DFT
First, we begin with a brief introduction to constrained DFT which forms the
basis of the estimation of the exchange parameters using non-collinear
magnetic structures [67]. As discussed in Appendix, von Barth and Hedin
extended the Kohn-Sham theory to spin polarized systems [68], by replacing
the scalar density by a hermitian 2x2 matrix, p(r) (we simply use p(r)
instead of p"p(r) and m instead of ( in equation (47) for simplicity and to
directly relate it to magnetization). We can then rewrite the equation (47) as:
(2.s) p(r) 
- l(o(r)l + o' m(r))
Using the Pauli spin matrices, q the density matrix can be decomposed in a
scalar and vectorial part, corresponding to charge and magnetization density.
Equation (2.5) further becomes:
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(2.6)ρ(r)=:(41';1[llili))
+Σα∫`
悸
響讐:αr′)二十2(r)+:景計;I(::|「;)=εi(:::3)
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Likewise, the potential matrices can be written in terms of a scalar potential
and magnetic field B(r):
(2.7) y(r) 
-u(r)!-* ttBo 'B(r) and
(2.8) 9,.(r) - u,,(r)l_I pno'Brr(r)
where lte = eft/Zmc is the Bohr magneton. Therefore, within this formalism,
general non-collinear structures can be described in the DFT framework. When
(2.7) and (2.8) is integrated in the KS equation:
(2.9)
?
?
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For the collinear case, the potential matrices in (3.7 and 3.8) are diagonal (i.e.
magnetic and exchange fields point in z direction), then 3.9 decouples into:
/az\(2.10) l-=v2 *u6ou1(r) +q(r) + B,(r) +ul,(r)lO[fr> - €ifle)\zm/
/ 7z -.\| -; Vz * usoul (r) + y(r) - B,(r) + u,,(r) l0; fr> = eiQt Q)\zm /
where ucout(r) is now the classical Coulomb potential and utrr!) the
exchange-correlation potential that arises from the functional derivative of the
exchange-correlation energy with respect to spin-up (+) and spin-down(-) part
of the diagonal matrix. Systems that can be described by the decoupled
equations are all kinds of magnetic materials that assume a collinear magnetic
order (ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states). Like the
density is a property that can 
- 
at least in principle 
- 
be obtained exactly in
DFI the spin density is a property that is well-defined in spin-polarized DFT:
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(2.11) m(r) = -trat 
"p{trp (r)o"pr\p(r)
Hence, the spin moment, M as described before is the integral of the
magnetizati on dens ity :
(2.r2) Mspin 
- 
[ m(r)d, - I(p* (r) -p- (r))dr
To determine the magnetic groundstate, one can determine the magnetic
interactions between the atoms by a DFT calculation which are then mapped
onto a model (the simplest case is the classical Heisenberg model) or like in
molecular dynamics, spin dynamics explores magnetic degrees of freedom to
determine the ground state configuration. What is important in this method is
the discretization concept of the (vector) magnetization density {vector-spin
DFT). In spin dynamics, the evolution of discrete spins {vectors attached to
certain (atomic) positions) are monitored. Therefore, we can define 3.ll within
some sphere centered at the nucleus , the magnetization density:
(2.13) m(r) = M,Qu
where M, is the magnetization and 0u is the direction. The total energy of a
magnetic system as a function of its magnetic structure can be described as a
functional EUA"\].So in the collinear states, ?,', is identical for all atoms,
hence, these states are special solutions where E[tA"]l has a local or global
maximum or minimum. In analogy to molecular dynamics, i.e. the problem of
minimizing the energy as a function of atomic positions, the spin dynamics is
introduced, where the magnetic orientations, ?r, take the role of the variables.
An equation of motion is developed based on Antropov et. al. [69,70] and the
time-dependent equation analogous to (2.10) 
- 
where u(r)is diagonal, is:
(2.14)j#=[為一⊆・3(r′ι)φ]whcrC Φ=
Where Ha is the Hamiltonian that contains now only the diagonal parts. The
evolution can now be separated into fast (value of magnetization) and slow
(direction of magnetization) degrees of freedom. At a given time /, the
time-independent version of (3.14) can be solved for a given magnetization
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characterized by rcrj. The evolution of magnetization density can be
described by:
(2.r5) ry : 2m x B I iV1o.o . VcD - c. c)
Which can be derived by multiplying (2.14) with Q*o and adding the
complex conjugate equation, then comparing to (3.11) and using the relation:
q(q. g) = S - io x B. The second term described the longitudinal changes of
the magnetization, which we think can be neglected if we are only concerned
with the direction of the magnetization. So omitting this term, (3.15) describes
the precession of the magnetization direction at an atom under the influence of
magnetic field generated by the atom itself and other atoms of the crystal. We
can then simplify (3.15) by the following:
_ヱ_Oν χ fν whcrc fν=μBB(2.16) 〓
??
But how is the B determined given a magnetization direction? The constrained
DFT developed by Dederichs et. al. [67] provides the necessary generalization
to deal with arbitrary magnetic configurations (configurations where the
orientations of the local moments are constrained to non-equilibrium
directions). Here, a generalized energy functional, E[g(r),{Or}] is defined
where the average magnetization in an atom (m)u points in the direction, 0.'r.
This condition 0ux(mlu = 0, is introduced by a Langrange multiplier, 1", so
that the energy is:
(2.17) ΣvAV。(Oν X(m)ν
μB ΣνBγ・〈m)ν
Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier is recast in a form of magnetic field, Bl,
which is now the constraining field in the atom v that keeps the local
(integrated) magnetic moment (the magnetization density integrated over a
sphere cutoff):
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(2.1S) (m(r)|" = Mv = Irrum(r)d3r
According to Hellman-Feynman theorem, the change in energy due to change
inmagnetization direction d0.,, is given by
(2.19) dE : 
-ttBMu .(B! x d0")
Therefore, the constrained field can be interpreted as a torque acting on a
magnetic moment in the spirit of spin dynamics described above. What is more
interesting is that if the ab-initio total energies can be mapped on a model
Hamiltonian, like the Heisenberg model (2.4), the exchange interaction of the
system can be deduced and information on both the ground state as well as the
excited states can be determined.
2.3.2 Estimated exchange parameters
We used two atomic layers to extract the PtM and M-M exchange parameters
as shown in Figure 20(a)-(b). The use of two layers can capture the Pt-M and
M-M exchange interaction needed for the MC simulation at the same time the
computational cost can be lowered. The set of non-collinear magnetic
structures are derived by rotation of the first layer atomic moments with respect
to the global axis (z) {dashed line in Figure 20(a)-(b)} and by constraining the
direction of the local magnetic moments in this non-equilibrium direction via a
constraining field (constrained density functional theory) described above. The
shaded area represents the unit cell used in the total energy calculation (the
large vacuum, 
-12.0A. is not shown).
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Figure 20: Rotation of the local moments of (a) Pt with respect M in
ferromagnetic state (FM) and (b) M with respect to M in FM state. The shaded
area represents the unit cell used in the total energy calculation. A vacuum of
more than 12.04 is used (not shown in the schematic diagram).
We see that by rotating the local moment of one atom in a two-atom bcc unit
cell of a bilayer, the relative orientation with respect to four nearest neighbors
is changed. The energy difference (AE) between these new non-collinear
magnetic states with the ferromagnetic state is plotted against the angle of
rotation (0) {Figure 2l(a)-(b) for Pt/Fe and Figure 22(a)-(b) for PVCo}.
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Figure 2l: LE cosine-type dependence on the rotation angle (0) for (a) Fe-Fe
and (b) Pt-Fe. The oscillatory behavior of the inter-atomic exchange parameter:
(c) Fe-Fe and (d) Pt-Fe, as a function of interlayer distance (aD), where a is the
lattice parameter of Fe.
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Figure 22: LEcosine-type^ffi.rd"n.e on the .#ffi;;ie (o)'for (a) Co-Co
and (b) Pt-Co. The oscillatory behavior of the inter-atomic exchange
parameter: (c) Co-Co and (d) Pt-Co, as a function of interlayer distance (al2),
where a is the lattice parameter of Co.
A cosine-type dependence can be easily observed and when mapped onto the
Heisenberg model (2.4), the Pt-M and M-M exchange parameters can be
extracted. These are shown in Figure 21(c)-(d) for PtlFe and Figure 22(c)-(d)
for Pt/Co. We further explore the change in these parameters when the distance
between the layers is increased. We note that the Pt-Fe {Figure 2l(c)} and the
Pt-Co {Figure 22(c)} exchange parameters exhibit an oscillatory behavior with
respect to distance, and this property extends up to 3a, wherc a is the lattice
parameter of M. The same oscillatory behavior is observed (although weaker)
for M-M exchange parameters.
2.3.3 Metropolis Algorithm
A brief discussion about the algorithm used for the MC simulation is given in
this section. MC is used for simulating classical many-particle system by
introducing artificial dynamics based on 'random' numbers. Such artificial
dynamics allows one to determine static properties of classical and quantum
many-particle systems. MC method integrates a smooth function, /, using
discrete and equally spaced values , .r; chosen randomly. The function is
evaluated at each \ ) f (xr) and summation run to N discretization (or
possible configurations) with weight, w; always equal to 1. How far does
Pt‐Co Pl‐Co
such method deviate from the standard integration varies based on sampling
the N. Statistical errors arise if the function is sampled too homogenously
leading to significant contribution to the integral coming only from a small
region where few MC points are sampled. Therefore, one has to invoke
importance sampling 
- 
points are concentrated in the region where / happens
to be large. More precisely, we let p(x) be a function which has more or less
the shape of f in the sense that f / p is approximately constant. We further
require that p(x) is normalized. When calculating the averages of the
canonical or (NI4) ensemble (where V and T arc volume and temperature,
respectively), the configurations are weighted according to the Boltzmann
factor:
(2.20) p(x) x exp[-BE(x)], F = L/ @Br)
This suggests that MC integration is applied over a phase space which can be
generated from Metropolis algorithm based on Markov chain I7l-741. Here,
new phase space configurations are generated with a probability distribution
depending on the previous configuration. The Markov chain of system
configurations are such that they have a distribution proportional to (2.20), and
this distribution should be independent on the position on the chain and
independent of the initial configuration. The Metropolis MC method consists
of Markov chains of configurations with a required invariant distribution,
which is in our case the Boltzman distribution expl-pt{1. Then, a transition
probability, T(X + X') leads to a given stationary distribution p(X):
(2.2r) T(X 
-> X')p(X) - T(X' + X)p(X')
which is sometimes called the detailed balance solution. In general, the
transition probability can be written as:
(2.22) T(X + X') = ayy,Ayy,
where the ar satisfies 0 I axx, 1l
between 0 and 1 for each pair XX'.
detailed balance equation forA:
and ly,o)xx, = l-. And .Aya, must lie
Substituting (2.21) to (2.20), gives the
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(') )?\ Axx' 
- 
p(X')
x-'-'t Axrx p(x)
To construct the algorithm for T, we use o)yy1 &s a trial step probability and
Ayyl ds the acceptance probability. This means the algorithm proceeds into
two parts. In the first one, given a state X, we propose a new state X'with a
probability given by a**,.In the second part, we compare the weights of the
old and the new one, p(X) and p(X'). Arr, is chosen equal to I if
p(X') > p(X), and it is chosen equal to p(X')/ p(X) if p(X') < p(X). Thus,
we accept the new state X' with a probability A*r,, and we reject it with a
probability l-A**,. If the new state, X' is accepted, it replaces X; if the new
state X' is not accepted, the system remains in state X. The question now arises
how we can accept a state with a probability Arr, 31 and reject it with a
probability l-Ayy,. This is done by generating random number, r uniformly
between 0 and l.lf r 1Ayy,, the state is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. If
this procedure is carried out many times with the same probability Ayy,, the
state will be accepted a fraction A*r, of the total number of trials. The theory
of Markov chain guarantees that we arrive at the invariant distribution p for
long times. The total number of statistically independent configurations is
given by the total number of steps divided by the correlation 'time', measured
in Monte Carlo steps. Note that the number of steps is the total number of trials.
As we have generated a sequence of configurations X with a statistical
distribution expl-pJtl, the ensemble average of a physical quantity A is
given by the 'time average' (of course, the time here is not the physical time):
(2.24) I 
- 
*ETrnoAu7l-flo 
- 
"
where no is the number of steps used for equilibration.
2.3.4 Monte Carlo simulation
The MC simulation is conducted using the standard Metropolis algorithm
discussed above. The system size is (L x L x n) - 20 x 20 x 6, where n is the
number of atomic planes and L x Z gives the atomic sites in a plane. Therefore:
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(2.25) o)xx, = t/LxLxn if X and X'differ by one spin
o)xx, = 0 otherwise
The realization of the first stage of the Markov step is done by generating a
trial configuration via selecting a spin at random. The present configuration is
then that which the selected spin is being flipped. The energy of the present
E(X') and the old E(X) are obtained using Heisenberg model (2.4). Then the
energy difference is calculated:
(2.26) LE(X -- X') = E(X') - E(X)
Only the nearest neighbor interactions are included. If the energy increases
from the old to the new confisuration:
(2.27) AE(X 
- 
X') > 0, the trial state is accepted with a probability:
(2.28) p(X): exp[-BAE(X + X')]
If the energy decreases, the trial state is always accepted as the new state. The
equilibration steps, ne is 500. The average number of steps between two
updates of the same spin is equal to L x L x n. Therefore the 'time' expressed
appropriately as Monte Carlo steps per spin (MCS), I MCS is equal to L x L x
n: 2800 trials. The total MCS conducted is 1000. A two-dimensional periodic
boundary conditions and free boundary condition perpendicular to the plane are
adopted.
The initial value used for the magnetic moments for Pt, Co and Fe are those
that are obtained from DFT calculations in the previous discussion. The
decrease of the magnetization with temperature as obtain from the MC
simulation is shown in Figure 23 for PtlFe and Figure 24 for PtlCo. The solid
line represents the magnetization curve for the Pt layer and the lighter line
represent that of 6 atomic layers of M. In Figure 23, we note that Fe(001)
exhibits a transition temperature of 
-586K. The experimental values of the
transition temperature of 3-5 Fe overlayers on different non-magnetic
substrates {Au(001), Pd(001)} range from 500-600K [75,76]. So far, this has
?
?
been in good agreement with our results. The calculated room temperature
magnetic moment of Pt is 0.53ps, in excellent agreement with the XMCD
result for Pt/Fe bimetallic system (0.50ps) [41,771. The transition temperature
of the Pt layer is 403K based on the magnetic susceptibility peak as shown in
the inset figure. In Figure 24, Co(001) exhibits a transition temperature of
578K, almost the same as in Fe overlayers. However, the Pt-Co exchange
parameter is lower resulting to a lower transition temperature of 354K. The
magnetic susceptibility plot is also shown in the inset figure. The magnetic
moment of Pt in PtlCo at room temperature is 0.22ps. which is in agreement
with XMCD of Pt in Pt/Co(001) LS (0.20pe) [44,781. Therefore, the magnetic
properties of the Pt in Pt/M have already been observed experimentally at room
temperature (ttT), however, this work shows the magnetic phase transition of
the system, which has not been explored before. Table 6 summarizes the values
given above.
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Temperature (K)
Figure 23: Temperature dependence of the magnetization of Pt on Fe. The
inset figure shows the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of Pt
layer. Solid blue line for Pt layer and red lighter line for 6 ML Fe(001).
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Figure 24: Temperature dependence of the magnetization of Pt on Co. The
inset figure shows the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of the
Pt layer. Solid blue line for Pt layer and red lighter line for 6 ML Co(001).
Table 6: Magnetic moment of Pt on M at room temperature and transition
temperature of Pt layer and 6 layers of M. Comparison with experiments are
made when available and are given in parenthesis.
System Magnetic moment (ps) Transition Temperature (K)
Pt (on Fe)
Pt (on Co)
Fe (6 ML)
Co (6ML)
o.s3 (0.s0)
0.22(0.20")
2.76(2.58")
1.89(1.80d)
403
354
s86 (s00-600)
578
" Refl 4l
o Ref. 44
" Ref. 77
Rc1 78
C Rcf69,76
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Chapter 3
Dehydrogenation of BH 4ad
3.1 BH4ad otr Pt vs Os
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is a general consensus that hydrogen evolution
is prevalent on Pt and is attributed to the high activity of the catalyst towards
hydrolysis of borohydride[34-37]. So faa there has been no idea on why such
reaction occurs until recently, a large surface coverage of Hu6 have been
proposed based on a fundamental electrochemical study employing a
combination of cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical quartz micro-balance
[79]. The latter method allows one to determine the mass change on the surface.
Based on the large increase in surface area coverage (via the increase of mass),
a saturation of certain surface species is assigned to the first oxidation wave
(al) (Figure 25).It is further suggested that this peak can be described by a
electrochemical-chemical sequence of steps: (1) BH4- ) BHruo + e- and (2)
BH+uo)BHu6+3Hua.
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Figure 25: Cyclic voltammetry and surface mass changes of the Pt electrode in
lOmM NaBH+. [79]
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The presence of high coverage of H26 on surface predicts the tendency for H2
evolution owing to the second- order rate of the reaction: Hua f Hua ) Hz,e* *
2(sites) or to some extent, to the first order Hu6 oxidation: Hu6 + OH- ) HzO
*1e-. In this research, we determine the interaction of BH+uo with Pt to give
insights on the chemical step (2). These insights should involve: (1) the stable
structure of BHauo and (2) B-H bond breaking in Pt and (3) the Pt electronic
structure effect. Below are the computational modeling methods and
parameters used.
3.1.1 Computational modeling
The fundamentals of the BH+ua interaction with Pt are studied using DFT
145-471. GGA-PBE [50,51] is used for the exchange-correlation functional and
the PAW method [48,49] is employed to describe the ion-valence electron
interactions. A supercell with a 4-layer fcc(111) metal slab and 
-l5A of
vacuum is used to simulate the metal surface. The slab is optimized by relaxing
the two top-most layers. A 3x3 surface unit cell is employed corresponding to
an adsorbate coverage of 
-1l9ML with respect to the number of surface atoms.
Typical concentrations of borohydride are low [79]. Brillouin-zone integrations
are performed on a grid of (4x4x1) Monkhorst-Pack k points with a smearing
of Methfessel-Paxton method [52]. A plane-wave expansion with a cutoff of
400 eV is used throughout the calculations. The most stable configuration of
BH+uo on Pt(lll) is determined by first placing the center of mass (boron) on
four major adsorption sites (fcc-hollow, hcp-hollow, bridge and top) at 1.804
vertical distance from the surface. This is denoted as "down" configuration 
- 
a
trigonal BH+ua coordination as shown in Figure 26. Then, an in-plane rotation
of the molecule explores the potential minimum. If the BH is on bridge and the
H spans towards the top site, the configuration is denoted as bridge-top. The
conjugate gradient minimization method [53] was used for the structural
relaxation of the adsorbate and the top-two layers of the metal slab.
Optimization is terminated when the Hellman-Feynman forces acting on each
atom dropped below 0.01eV A-3. We used the same calculated equilibrium
lattice constants for Pt as in Chapter 2, in agreement with experiments and
other DFT calculation [54-56]. The B-H bond length of the molecule is 1.25A
and the H-B-H angle is 109" in agreement with experiment {1.255 + 0.024,
109') [80]. The surface relaxation calculated for the 4-layer fcc Pt(111) is
45
-l.0Yo, which is in excellent agreement with experiments (<2%) [81] , (1.3 +
0.4o/o) [82]. The binding energy, Er of the adsorbate on the metal surface is
defined as:
(3.1) Eb: Er- @M + Es)
where E1 is the total energy of the adsorbate/metal system, Eu is the total
energy of the bare metal slab and E, is the energy of the gas phase adsorbate.
Figure 26: BHq,ua configuration on Pt surface. The major adsorption sites are
indicated as fcc, hcp, bridge and top sites. In-plane rotation of the molecule is
depicted on hcp-hollow site. The same rotation is employed on the other three
adsorption sites. The B-H bond length and bond angle for gas-phase BHa'are
shown.
3.1.2 BHao structure on Pt
In Figure 27, we show the dissociated structure in the form of BH66 *3H66 as
the most stable structure of the molecule on Pt. BH66 is in the hcp site and the
Huo is on the next neighboring top site. The B-H bond distance is 3.274. It
appears that there is a diffrsion of H66 on the surface via the fcc hollow site.
This easy diffirsion of H is the same as those proposed on pure Pt (in the
absence of borohydride species) [83]. Thus, the chemical step (2) has been
confirmed. The binding energies for the other configurations are shown in
TableT.
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X'igure 27: The most stable adsorption configuration of borohydride on Pt:
BHu6 + 3Hx6. The B-H distance is shown. This large distance implies diffi.rsion
of H towards next neighboring top site.
Table 7: Chemisorption data for Bllua on ft(111) on six most stable
configurations. The initial state is used to label the configurations.
Configuration EbKё⊃ FS smcture
bridge‐hollow
bridge top
tc‐bridge
fccetop
hcp―bridge
hcp―top
‐4。31
-4.32
-2.38
-4。33
‐4.56
‐3.23
BH(fCC)片3H〔op)
BH(fCC13HKtop)
BH(fCC>3H(bridge)
BH(fCCン3HKtop)
BHocp汁3HKtop)
BHChCp)+3Hctop)ホ
*neighboring top site where BH is also bonded.
3.1.2 The B-H breaking on Pt
The initial configuration for this reaction is a hcp-bridge configuration as
shown on the right panel of Figure 28. The PE curve on the left indicates that
there is no barrier in the B-H breaking process. These reaction energies are
obtained by scanning the PE along the path shown on the right. This curve
suggests that if there is any observable on the electrode surface, it has to be BH
and H, or BH- and H-derived species. And this leads to saturation of such
species such that the mass change (increase) as observed in the qtartz
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microbalance results (recall Figure 25).
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Figure 28: (Left) Reaction energy corresponding to B-H bond breaking on Pt.
(Righ| The initial state configuration and reaction pathway is shown by the
aITOW.
3。1。3 BLttd stmcture on Os
The salne reaction as above is tested on the metals on the sallne period(5d)。
The salne computational modeling used for reactiOn on Pt is adoptedo The
lattice parameter of Os,L and Au are 3.85Å,3.88Å,4。18Å,consistent with
previous DFT caculation(3.86Å,3.88Å,4。18わ[84,85].The diSSOciated
(D)or molecular(1つStructures and the binding energies are showll in Fittre
29。
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Figure 29: Binding energies of borohydride on 5d metals. The dash line is just
a guide to the eye. The final adsorption structure is indicated as M (molecular)
and D (dissociated).
BH4od
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we note that even for almost the same binding energies of the BH+uo on os, Ir
and Pt, the borohydride adsorbs molecularly on os. on Au, the molecule is
much less bound, thus, the resulting molecular structure is not entirely
surprising. The atomic structures are shown in Figure 30. The gas phase radical
is not the stable phase of borohydride, therefore, the binding energies here are
large, however, for comparative study purposes, the use of the same gas phase
reference for all systems should suffice.
Os(1L1) lr(111)
Au(111)
Figure 30: Final adsorption structures of borohydride on 5d metals. The B-H
bond length in each system is shown.
3.1.4 B-H breaking on Os
The reason for the dissociative and molecular adsorption on Pt and Os,
respectively, should be drawn. There's a clear indication in Figure 29 that the
(d)Pt(111)
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final adsorption structure does not rely on the binding energy or in other words,
on the strength of the interaction. Thus, an orbital-specific analysis is sought to
distinguish the two diflerent reaction types. First, we show the PE curve for the
B-H breaking on Os in Figure 31. We note that the barrier is 
-0.04eV. This is
quite small owing to the already stretched molecule on the surface (19% with
respect to gas phase). The final dissociated structure is endothermic.
Reaction Coordinate
Figure 31: Potential energy curve for the dissociation of B-Hl bond on Os
Figure 32 shows the LDOS plots before and after borohydride interaction with
Os at TS. These are the density of d-states projected on the surface atoms.
Meanwhile, the LDOS plot for Pt is shown in Figure 33. This LDOS is derived
from the configuration at reaction coordinate 1 in Figure 28. First, for the Os,
we note that the d,, state mainly contributes to the BHa36-Os interaction. There
is basically no change in the d' state. This explains why the hcp(BH)-top(H)
configuration is preferred. The d,, state can easily overlap with H-s state (see
Figure 3l right panel). The LDOS for the gas phase molecule is given in Figure
34. Here, we see that the lowest unoccupied orbital is a spin-down state arising
from H-s, B-p, and B-p" contributions. The highest occupied molecular orbital
which is very close to the Ee is a spin-up state also originating from H-s, B-p,
and B-p* states. Significant contribution originates from the B-p. and B-p"
states. Thus interaction between Os-d,, and H-s renders minimal change in this
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metal d-band. The binding energy of the other configurations of BFIar6 on Os
are given in Table 8.
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Figure 32:LDOS plots before olaCりand tter freのbOrOhydride interaction
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Figure 33:LDOS plots before olaCk)and after(red)bOrOhyd五de interaction
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Figure 34: LDOS of isolated borohydride molecule. Contributions from H-s
and B-s,p states are shown in colored lines.
Table 8: Chemisorption data for BFIruo on Os(111) on six most stable
con{igurations. The initial state is used to label the configurations.
Configuration E6(eV) FS structure
?
。
?
?．
（?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
bridge-hollow
bridge-top
fcc-bridge
fcc-top
hcp-bridge
hcp-top
-4.33 BH(hcp)+2H(b)+H(fcc)
-4.35 BH(hcp)+2H(b)+H(t)
-3.38 BH(fcclr3H(hcp)
-4.47 BH(fcc)+3H(top)
-3.54 BH(hcp)+H(fcc)
-4.59 BH(hcp)+3H(top)
On the other hand, for Pt(lll), in Figure 33, the d,' exhibits drastic change of
DOS at Er. The shifting of this band is not prominent as in the Os. However,
the d*-states are shifted. This state can very well interact with B-p* The
breaking of B-H on Pt can then be enhanced by Pt dr, 
- 
B p" interaction. The
characteristics of the du and the drz-states of bare Pt both contribute to the
final dissociated structure of the molecule.
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3。2 BI・14ad and H20ad CO日adSOrptio■o■Os
The hydrogen evolution on Os catalyst is observed to be minimal if an ionic
liquid is used, however, when water is used as the solvent the hydrolysis
reaction speeds up [86]. These are then indication of vulnerability of the final
structure of borohydride on Os depending on the environment or external
factors. Also, in the hydrolysis reaction the interaction of the molecule with
water is relevant. We discuss below the interaction with HzO monomer on the
surface. The most stable configuration of BHaua r HzOao adlayer on Os(111) is
obtained after calculating the total energies of the possible symmetric
configurations on the surface. The most stable geometry for the BH+uo f HzOaa
adlayer on Os is shown in Figure 35.
Figure 35: The most stable BHau6 * HzOaa adlayer structure on Os. The
dissociated H atom distance from B is shown.
Here, we clearly see the change in the BHauo structure as a consequence of the
interaction: BH+uo ) BH3u6 + Had. The Hl is dissociated from the B atom. This
breaking of B-Hl bond is considered to be due to the adsorbate's electrostatic
interaction with HzOua. We verify this conjecture in the following. First, we
show in Figure 36, the LDOS before and after H2O monomer adsorption
(without BH+ua). We note that the d-states of Os are not modified upon H2O
adsorption. Therefore, there is no contribution from the electronic structure
change of the surface due to water monomer adsorption.
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Osdzz
bare Os-dzz 
-
Osdyz
bare Osdyz 
-
E―EF(eⅥ
Figure 36: LDOS plot showing the (a) dy, and (b) d,, orbitals of Os, before
(blue) and after (red) water adsorption.
Next, we show the polarity of the BHauo on Os using electron localization
function plot (ELF), Figure 37. ELF provides a faithful visualization of valence
shell electron pair repulsion theory [87] which gives better information of the
nature of binding than the total charge density. This is done via the topology of
electron localization (pair probability) [88]. The charge topology derived in this
work suggests that there is significant charge polarity along the B-H bonds. In
fact, there has been speculation on the charge polarity of BHauo on metals [89].
Here, we verify the nature of BHau6 on metal surface. Because of the high
charge polarity in these bonds, then an electrostatic nature of the interaction of
the BH+uo * HzOao adlayer, which involves repulsion of Hl of BHau6 and H of
HzOuo, is highly likely. However, a question arises whether this suffices to
break the B-Hl bond. Previously in Figure 31, we showed the dissociation
barrier on Os with no water co-adsorption. This small barrier can be
understood by the already significantly elongated B-Hl bond (initial state)
upon interaction with Os. The electrostatic nature of the interaction of the
adlayer which involves repulsion of Hl and H of HzOuo should be suffrcient to
break the B-H bond. In Figure 38(b), we show the PE curve for B-H breaking
on Os with H2Ou6 co-adsorption. We note that the dissociation barrier
disappears upon H2Ou6 interaction. Therefore, we clarify the promotion of B-H
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bond dissociation due to water co-adsorption effects.
Figure 37: Electronlocalization plot showing the charge polarity of BH+u4
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ReacJon Coordinate
Figure 38: Potential energy curye for the dissociation of B-Hl bond without
(a) and with (b) water co-adsorption. (a) is included for easier comparison.
When another HzO monomer is added to the system (Figure 39), the same
enhancement of the B-H bond dissociation in the other two B-H bonds is
observed. Therefore, the BFIaao + HzOao overlayer, can still capture the
interaction of adsorbed borohydride and water in the inner Helmholtz layer
within a double layer [90,91]. Basically, the general idea is that the presence of
water molecules promote B-H breaking on Os.
?
?
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Figure 39: The most stable BH+ao + 2HzOaa adlayer structure on Os. The
dissociated H atom distance from B is shown.
3.3 Electric field effects on Os
The uniform electric field is applied to BHan6/Os as well as to BH+uo + HzOuo
adlayer on Os by introducing a dipole sheet in the middle of the vacuum region.
This dipole sheet is responsible for polarizing the slab [92,93]. In this model
(or in fact any other models used to impose electric field [94-96]), the electric
potential distribution in the vacuum region can be derived from classical
electrostatics and is governed by Poisson's equation:
Q.DVzO--L
c0
where the p is the charge density and ee is the permittivity of free space. The
electric field F is related to the potential by:
(3.3) F - 
-v0
The boundary conditions for the Poisson's equation over the vacuum region are
provided by the electric fields at the surface of the slab:
?
?
??
〓
(3.4) isttrfαεθ
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where o is the surface charge density.
Figure 40 shows the schematic representation of the potential distribution in a
supercell with and without the applied external field. We see that because p is
zero in the vacuum then a linear variation of the potential is obtained, which
means a uniform electric field is imposed. The plane-averaged potential in the
unit cell of our system at different intensities of the electric field is shown
Fieure 41.
Figure 40: (Right panel) Potential distribution in the unit cell corresponding to
the polafization of the slab. (Left) Potential distribution in the unit cell with no
external field.
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We note potential drop in the vacuum region but none in the bulk region. This
indicates that the polarization does not affect charge distribution in the bulk.
The values of the potential drop are shown in Figure 42. A -0.50V/A field (the
sign only indicates the direction of the field with reference to Figure 40) leads
to a potential drop of 
-2.5eV on both sides of the slab.
o 2 t o.J"ilti,"r&",hlto 1t 20 n
Figure 42: Plot of the potential drop in both sides of the slab due to induced
electric fields.
Next, we checked the change in the stability of the adsorbate as a function of
the applied electric field. The binding energy of the adsorbate in the electric
field is defined as:
(3.5) Eu: Er1- (EMr+ Es)
where Erl and E7,1J are the total energies of the adsorbate/slab and bare slab in
electric fi eld, respectively.
The change in energy is :
(3.6) AE: Eu- Er
which is the binding energy shift due to the electric field. The energy shift
dependencc on electric fleld as showll in Figure 43.This is not linear,hence,
indicating contribution from flrst and second order Stark cffect:
(3.7)△E=ッ〆 ―f/2αノ ,
where pe is the adsorbate's dipole moment and CI, is the adsorbate polarizability
(dp:adF).
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Figure 43: Dependence of
direction of the electric field.
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Using least squares fitting to the curye in Figure 43, we obtained the values ps
: 0.l2eA and o : 0.05 eA2V-t. Based on these values we can suggest that the
(de)stabilization of the adsorbate is mainly due to dipole moment interaction
with the field and minimally due to its polarizability. Because of the change
in the stability of the molecule, then we can expect changes in the final
geometry. The changes in the structure of BHau6 (focusing on B-Hl bond
length) due to these energy shifts are shown in Figure 44. We see a minimal
change in the B-H bond length (0.01-0.02A per 0.25YlA increase in electric
field) due to the fact that the energy shifts are also very minimal (0.02-0.06eV)
(see Figure 43). For practical reasons, we focused only on the negative fields
which correspond to the anode side.
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B―H bond lcngths,Figure 44: The change in the atomic structure, specifically
of borohydride due to the electric field.
More interestingly, in Figure 45, we note that the effect of the water in the
promotion of elongation in the "no-electric field" case is significantly reduced
in the presence of electric field. We see that that the change in the B-Hl bond
length (changes are also observed in B-H2 and B-H3 bonds, however, very
minimal as verified in Figure 44) due to interaction with HzOuo decreases when
the intensity of the field increases. The explanation for this is depicted in the
plot described by the circle data series showing the HzOuo 
- 
metal distance.
When the electric field is applied and increased, the distance of the water from
the surface is decreased. The water is stabilized. As a consequence, the
interaction energy between the two adsorbates is reduced. The origin of this
can be seen in the reduced electrostatic interaction due to the orientation of H
(deviation from planar) in the applied electric field.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Outlook
4.1 Summary and Findings
DFT calculations are conducted to study the reaction of simple molecules,
such as oxygen and borohydride, on metals, focusing on the energetics,
geometric and electronic properties, to provide understanding of Oz activation
on Pt and Pt/M surfaces and explanations on dehydrogenation of BHau6 on Pt
and Os metal surfaces.
Below are the findings in relation to:
1 Magnetic effects on 02 reaction on Pt:
1.1 Decrease in both the oxygen dissociative adsorption barrier and the
dissociated oxygen atom binding energy on ferromagnetic PVM
where M:Fe,Co with respect to that of the reference system,
Pt(100)-(lxl). An emergence of non-activated dissociative
adsorption on PtlFe.
I.2 The effective O-O bond elongation on Pt/M is due to 'rr* -d,
hybridization with the significant occupation of the ni-state. The
spin-down component of nl is filled in PtlFe, partially filled in
Pt/Co and empty in Pt. The enhanced rt* -d,-hybridization is due to
shifting of the spin-down component of d.. towards Ep, which now
becomes higher in energy as compared to the filled du state of pure
Pt. The shifting of the d,, state is attributed to the spin-polarization
of Pt as a result of interaction with the substrate, M.
1.3 The transition temperature of the ferromagnetic Pt/M is found to be
higher than room temperature (403K on Fe and 354K on Co),
indicating that the reactivity of ferromagnetic PtlM is retained at a
wide temperature range. The relatively high transition temperature is
due to strong Pt-M interlayer exchange interaction.
Changes in borohydride structures with respect to catalyst (Pt vs Os),
water co-adsorption, and applied electric field:
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2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
Borohydride adsorption is dissociative on Pt(l11) but molecular on
Os(l I l). This difference in the adsorption leads to difference in the
adsorption structures: (a) BHu6 *3Had on Pt(I11) and (b) BHa26 on
Os(111). The B-H breaking process is non-activated on Pt and is
activated on Os.
The difference in the B-H bond breaking on Os and Pt arises from
the nature of the drrand drrstates at the Er and not on the strength of
the adsorbate's binding on the surfaces. These states are highly
"peaked" at the Ep in Pt, contrary to that of Os. The BHan6 interaction
with Os only involves d, states, while in Pt, it involves the
interaction with both the duand dy, states, which result to easier
breaking of bond over the bridge site.
However, the B-H breaking on Os is promoted upon HzOuo
co-adsorption. The efhcient B-H breaking in Os is due to
electrostatic interactions with HzOuo. There is no change in the
surface electronic structure due to adsorption of water monomer but
based on the electron localization plot, a significant charge
polarization in B-H bond is observed.
In the presence of electric field, the binding energy of the BHquo
shifts due to first and second order Stark effect. This (de)stabilization,
in turn, minimally changes the B-H bond lengths. For the case of
BHa36+H2O36 adlayer on Os, the promotional effect on B-H bond
elongation discussed in (2.3) above is reduced. This is due to
stabilization of water monomer with a deviation of H from the planar
configuration on metal surface due to the electric field.
4.2 Future prospects
4.2.1 Oxidation reaction:
The easy dissociation of 02 on PtlM has been observed in half-cell experiments.
A direct comparison with the results is not evident. UHV experiments are more
suitable and are being sought.
However, recent paper of Watanabe group [97] has discussed several viable
structures including Pt/M in half-cell experiments. Therefore, theoretical
studies involving the use of Pt/M simulated employing liquid/solid interface
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model (e.g. inner Helmholtz layer of the cathode), can be conducted in parallel
to these.
4.2.2 D ehydro genation reaction :
There is a good agreement between the dissociative adsorption of borohydride
on Pt and the increase in mass of surface species after borohydride
electrosorption, which is the chemical step: BHau6 ) BHu6 + 3Hu6. This
agreement can be strengthened if spectroscopic studies are done, to confirm
BHua and Huo-derived species are the main observables on the surface. The
effect of water on the final adsorption structure of borohydride on Os has been
experimentally confirmed. The verification on the electric field effects,
however, is still yet to be done. Over all, the phenomena (1) and (2), studied
and the accompanying mechanistic and electronic explanations have benefitted
several experimentalists to further their research, specifically in alternative
power generation systems such as fuel cell.
Such surface science studies are still very important in determining nature of
"local" interactions within complex systems or environment. Bringing the
surface science studies to more complex systems is just a matter of
well-defining a "purpose" and in such comes knowledge of the appropriate
"scale" (nano, mesoscopic, macroscopic) to use. Future theoretical studies
beyond the atomic scale can be built upon the results of the surface science
approach used in this work.
4。3 0utlook
The surface reaction and surface magnetism has always been taken as separate
fields. The findings of the research on magnetic effects on oxidation of Pt (part
I of the thesis) serve as the demonstration on how the two can be merged. Of
course, the link between these two areas does not solely rely on changing the
d-orbitals of the metal surface. There are many more possibilities that can arise
from this study. For instance, different magnetic configurations of metal oxides
surfaces like MnOz which is also used as anode catalyst, can lead to different
stable structure at a particular temperature. Structure-function relationship is
the key to device design and structure-reaction relationship is central to
chemical reactions. Also, CeO2, which is used in diesel oxidation catalyst can
exhibit intrinsic FM behavior with oxygen vacancy formation. Probably most
metal oxide surfaces do, but no one has explored into this so far since FM or
other surface magnetic configurations or behaviors and catalytic reactions have
not found a common ground. Therefore, this future research direction is very
important to take into account.
On the other hand, the understanding of the interaction of borohydride with
metal catalysts, water monomer and electric field from a theoretical study is
important whether in its electro-oxidation (anodic fuel) or in hydrogen
generation (hydrogen source 
- 
in-situ or ex-situ). Different interactions with
metal catalysts and with external parameter lead to different borohydride
structures, which has not been probed before. Therefore, considering the fact
that the structures, which are basically B-H bond lengths, can be changed by
knowledge of these interactions, then, it is possible to control the structure by a
combination of these factors. The further use of borohydride for the
technological applications pointed above can be advanced at some point by
such theoretical studies. However, the future research on borohydride would
most probably focus on its recyclability (borate as by-product back to
borohydride), especially when used as an anodic fuel. Even then, the basic
understanding of borohydride interaction with catalyst and the external
parameters (water and electric field) remains a strong starting point.
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Appendix: DFT and Its implementation
Below is the background of the density functional theory (DFT) calculations
conducted in this study. The concepts and methods are presented and their use
in the computational modeling of the systems is integrated (italicized portions):
A.1 Theory of structure of matter
We can describe the system {i.e. ensemble of particles which can be in the gas
phase (molecules,clusters) or in condensed phase (bulk, surfaces)) as a set of
atomic nuclei and electrons interacting via coulombic, electrostatic forces. The
Hamiltonian of the svstem is :
(A.1)
A道霧プー暮れ+餐8FィテfitΠ+ヂ材F「:F]~ど喜喜占
where R : {R, I:\,...,P} is a set of P nuclear coordinates, and r : (ri,
i:\,....,M) is a set of N electronic coordinates. Zr and Mr are the nuclear
charges and masses, respectively. In principle, all the properties can be
derived by solving the time-independent Schrddinger equation:
( .2) HV'(R,r) = e,rvn(R,r)
where tn, are the energy eigenvalues and Yr(rrR) are the corresponding wave
functions which must be antisymmetric with respect to exchange of electronic
coordinates in r, and symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to nuclear
variables in R. Mostly, there is no exact numerical solution to this equation due
to: (l) it is a multi-component many-body system; (2) the two-body nature of
the Coulomb interaction makes the equation not separable.
A.1.1 Adiabatic approximation
The time scale associated with the motion of the nuclei is usually much smaller
than that associated with electrons. Bom and Oppenheimer [98] proposed that
the motion of nuclei can be separated from that of electrons. This is done by
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solving the time-independent Hamiltonian "perturbatively" using mass ratio fr
: (nr/M)l/4, where m is the mass of electron and M is the mass of proton. In the
following, we present the quantum mechanical derivation from time-dependent
perturbation theory, which allow one to inspect the limits of the validity of the
adiabatic approximation: The electrons can be thought of as instantaneously
following the motion of the nuclei, while remaining always in the same
stationary state of the electronic Hamiltonian. This can be cast in a
mathematical framework by proposing a solution to Eq. (A.2):
(A.3) V(R, r, t) = I' Or,(R, t)On(R, r)
where On(R, t), are the wave functions describing the evolution of the nuclear
system in each one of the adiabatic electronic eigenstates, @,r(R,r). These
satisfy the time-independent Schr<idinger equation:
(A.4) h,Q,(&r) = E,(R)<D,(& r)
where the electronic Hamiltonian is
(A.5) h"=T +U",+Vn"= H 
-Tn-V,n
Here, ? is the electronic kinetic operator, 0"" isthe electron-electron
interaction,tn" is the electron-nuclear interaction, ?r, ir the nuclear kinetic
operator, and ?,r,, is the inter-nuclear interaction. This is a partial differential
equation in r variables, so the 3P nuclear coordinates R enter as parameters.
This expansion, which is mathematically possible, is called expansion in the
adiabatic basis, because @,(R,r) are solutions of the time-independent
electronic Schrcidinger equation, coresponding to a particular nuclear
configuration. Equation (A.a) has to be solved for all nuclear configurations R
where the nuclear wave function is non-vanishing. By replacing the above
ansatz into full Schrddinger equation, we obtain:
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(A.6)
which constitutes a set of coupled partial differential equations containing
off-diagonal terms. Here, the Dirac's bra-ket notation is used to indicate matrix
of the type:
(^.7) (o,lV,lo,) = Jo,fnr;V,o,1n, ryr
So, the reduction of the full wave function to an expression of the type:
(A.S) Y(& r, r) = I O, (& /)O, (R, r)
is not completely correct, because even if the system is initially prepared in a
pure state like the one above, the off-diagonal terms will mix (excite) the
different electronic eigenstates along the temporal evolution. If this is the case,
then the dynamics is said to be non-adiabatic. However, if the off-diagonal
terms can be neglected, then an expression like (A.8) is valid because the
nuclear dynamics has no means to cause electronic transitions. In this case, the
dynamics is said to be adiabatic. Therefore, the necessary condition for
neglecting the non-adiabatic couplings is that:
(A.9)
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or equivalently,
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四の移| la
where f)n is the maximum frequency of rotation of the electronic wave function
to the nuclear motion and the energies in the denominator are the electronic
adiabatic eigenstates (the energy gap if q:l and r:0) . The mass ratio is always
smaller than 5x104, thus satisfuing the adiabatic approximation unless a very
small gap occurs. For the case of metal, since the typical temperatures
(between room temperature and few thousand degrees) are usaally much
lower than the electronic Fermi temperature, excitations are conftned to a
narrow region around the Fermi sudace, and most properties are very little
affected by neglecting non-adiabatic contributions due to thesefew electrons.
In terms of energt scales, the relevant excitations in metals are ut small wave
numbers and are not electron hole pairs. Therefore, adiubatic approximation
is still appropriatefor metals despite the zero energl gap.
A.1.2 Classical nuclei approximation
According to the adiabatic approximation, the total wave function can be
written in the form of (A.8) where @,(R,t) is the nuclear wave function. At
room temperature, the thermal wavelength is l.r : (h2 DMk"T)to. Regions of
space separated by more than l"r do not exhibit quantum phase coherence.
Since interatomic distances are normally of the order of lA, thus the total
nuclear wave function can be considered as incoherent superposition of
individual nuclear wave packets:
P
(A.11) @,(&/) = floy,(gR11r;,r;
l=l
where, R(l)(t) are the centers of the individual wave packets (the
time-dependent Hartree approximation), which does not include correlations
between nuclei. Exchange effects are also not included, although they could be
recovered by proposing a total wave function in a form of Slater determinant
leading to Hartree-Fock approximation. Also, nuclear masses are large enough
that the individual nuclear wave packets are quite localized provided that the
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curvature of the potential by which they move is suffrciently large. With the
above, we can therefore treat atomic nuclei as classical particles. The
time-dependent adiabatic equation for the nuclear wave function is:
(A.r2) iha@':)t) = ef,Lvl + ;,(n))o,(Rr)0t '"r=12M,
(A.r3) s,(R) = s,(R) .Eh(o, lvllo,)
The second term in this expression is a diagonal correction to the electronic
energy levels due to the dependence of the electronic wavefunction on the
nuclear coordinates as described previously. And when this term is neglected,
the dynamics of the mean values of the position and momentum operators as
obtained bv Ehrenfest's theorem are :
体・0滋宇=に⇒=滋り⇒ν写=⇔
s/ p\(A.15) ihu \' / = h n,r1)= -ra(ve,(R))dt \'
which when combined gives the following Newtonian equation of motion:
_ 
-a, (n\(A.r6) Mry=-(Va,1n;)
dt-
This is valid only for mean value of the position operator. The classical nuclei
approximation can identify this mean value with the Cartesian coordinates of
the classical particle. This can be easily understood if the nuclear wave
functions are represented as a product of Dirac's delta function whose centers
are located at the classical positions. So, (R) : R"r(t) and (Ve,(R)) : el&r).
Expanding the potential to third order, the difference between the correct
expression and the classical approximation is:
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Ar'= {(vs,(R)) - ve,1(n);1
(Ar7) 
=-1:[ol'gP]l r(*,*.)-(n,)(n")rzfrL \aRjaRK/l*"."
The factor on the right represents the dispersion of the wave function which is
small for narrow distributions and becomes strictly zero for 8-functions.
Therefore, within the classical nuclei approximation, the equations of motion
become:
(A.ls) Md2\,,!(t) = 
-ve,(R",)dt'
where en(&r) is the nth adiabatic potential energy surface (PES), and there is
one equation of motion for each different PES. The final expression for the
equation of motion is achieved by using Hellman-Feynman theorem. This
theorem indicates that the variation of the electronic energy with respect to an
extemal parameter (1,) coupled to the electronic variables can be calculated as
the expectation value of the variation of the Hamiltonian:
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and therefore for l, : Rr.
いり47-い1響1蝋→―∂乙″(R)
where R represents the classical nuclear configuration with
∂R/
(A.21)t(Rr)=―券 ,I▽子
一θ2,:,:百
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"'$$ Z'Z'(A.22) V,,(R)= I2 !Hln,, - n,l
The numerical integration of the above Newtonian equation of motion
corresponds to the Jirst principles or ab-initio molecular dynamics ond en(R)
is theftrst principles potential. The solution to the stationary problem Ve"(R)
:0 corresponds to geometry optimization. In either case, in order to obtain
the Ve,(R), it is necessary to solve (A.4). In this study, the en(R) gives the
potential energl at a given nuclear coordinates, R.
A.1.3 The electronic problem
The key issue for studying and analyzing structure of matter is to solve the
electronic Schr<idinger equation:
(A。23) 几=_些生Ji▽「―θ21ζ :ゞl正f:可
+:書
暮凸
where the first term is the kinetic energy, the second term is the
electron-nuclear interaction and the third is the electronic repulsion. Because of
quantum many-body problem, the wave function of many-electron system can
not be treated as product of the wave functions of individual electrons. This
fact results to solving equation of 3N degrees of freedom to get exact solution.
These exact solutions are always numerical and the scaling of the calculations
with the number of electrons prohibits treatment of most systems no matter
how fast computers may become. The only way to move forward is to resort to
approximations.
4.1.4 Density functional theory
Important theories prior to the modern density functional theory such as: (a)
Thomas-Fermi, functional derivation (or concept of partial derivation of a
function of several variables to the case of a continuum variables) and
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac equations will not be tackled. Here, it would suffrce to
begin with knowing that the Thomas-Fermi approach is developed in the hopes
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that the energy can be expressed in terms of the electronic density. This idea
has the proof existed through Hohenberg and Kohn (1964) the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [45].
Theorem 1: The external potential is univocally determined by the electronic
density, besides a trivial additive constant.
Proof: We first suppose the opposite hold holds 
- 
the external potential is not
univocally determined by the density. In this case we should be able to find two
potentials u and u' such that their ground state density pis the same. Let @ and
to 
- 
(OlfilO) Ue the ground state wave function and ground state energy
corresponding to the Hamiltonian, fi:? *trrr*0r". Let also @' and
Eo' = (O'lfrlO'l be the ground state wave function and ground state energy of
rt 
- 
? * f'"rr IO 
"" 
. According to Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle we
have:
(A.24)8, . (o'lAl.') = (*'lF1 o')+ (o'lA- A1*')
= E'ot t o{r)lu*,{r)- u'",,(r))dr
where we have used the fact that different Hamiltonians necessarily
corresponds to different ground states @ * @'. This is straightforward to
prove since the potential is multiplicative operator. Now we can simply
exchange the roles of the @ and @' ( Fland fi'7, *rdreadily obtain:
(A.25)EЪ
- 
Eo 
- ! O{r)Iu*,{r) - u' ^,(r)ldr
and these two inequalities when added becomes Es * E6' a Eo' + Ee, therefore
there can not be u.*t(r) + u'r*1(r) that correspond to the same electronic density
for the ground state, unless they differ from trivial additive constant.
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Corollary: Since, p(r) univocally determines u.*1(r), it also determines the
ground state wavefunction (D, which should be obtained by solving the full
many-body Schr<idinger equation.
Theorem 2: Let p(r)be non-negative density normalized to N. We define the
variational energy En, which is a functional of the density because of the
previous theorem in the following way:
(A.26) E,Ibl= FIbl+ I 
^rq*,Q)dr
with
(^.27) F[b] =(*f rf 
l 
f * u *lof pl)
Here, Atbl is the ground state of a potential which has [p] as its
ground state density, so that Eo = E"Lp] verifies
(A.28) Eo < E"IFI
for any b+ p, and is thus the ground state energy.
Proof:
(^.2s) (rlollBloltl) = Flbl* !b{,)u*,(r)dr
= E,lbl> E"lpl- Eo =(o1p1lflo1p1)
The inequality follows from Rayleigh-Ritz's vanational principle for the
wavefunction, but applied to electronic density. Therefore, the variational
principle states that:
(A.30) u{tJol- r{ Ar'tar-n)}= o
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which leads to generalization of the Thomas-Fermi equation:
(A.31) o- aElPl = u",,(r)+44'bpbp
The knowledge of F[p] implies the knowledge of solution of the full
many-body Schnidinger equation. \pl is a universal functional, which does
not depend explicitly on the extemal potential but on the electronic density. In
the Hohenberg-Kohn formulation,Flpl = (Oli +G"lAl where @ is the
ground state many-body wave function. These two theorems form the basis of
density functional theory @FT).
In the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the electronic density determines the external
potential. However, it is also required that the density corresponds to some
ground state antisymmetric wave function, which may not be the case for some
trial densities, p. In fact, unacceptable densities can be obtained from
variational principle if not done carefully. Levy (1982) [46] reformulated DFT
in such a way that the antisymmetric origin of the density is guaranteed. Levy
used the constrained search method by redefining the FIpl in the following:
(A.32)
where the p is any non-negative density such that:
???????．?‐??〓??
(A.33) [ oig)ar: N and Il, o'''(r\' dr <a
with the additional constraint that the density should arise from an
antisymmetric wave function. The search is thus constrained to the subspace of
all the antisymmetric O that gives rise to the same density p, avoiding
unphysical densities.
A.1.5 The Kohn-Sham equations
It was argued previously that a good strategy is to separate the classical
electrostatic energy (Hartree term) from the exchange correlation contributions.
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This strategy is useful since it divides the generally unknown electron-electron
interaction energy into pieces of decreasing importance from energetic point of
view: Hartree, exchange, correlation. More importantly, the Hartree term,
which is by far the largest contribution, is just the classical electrostatic energy,
which is known exactly. The second largest, exchange term, is also well-known
and in principle can be calculated exactly as in Hartree-Fock theory. For
practical reasons (computational expense) this term is most often approximated.
Consequently, all the ignorance about the electronic many body problem is
displaced to the smallest contribution, correlation term. Here, it would suffice
to mention that reasonably good approximations already exist for large class of
systems. So the main problem at this stage is with the kinetic energy
7 
- 
(OlilO) since its explicit expression from the electron density is not
known. In fact, the exact calculation requires the knowledge of Laplacian of
the one-body density matrix, which is not related to the density in an obvious
manner. The Thomas-Fermi expression is local in the density, which is a severe
limitation because this model does not hold bound states and also the atomic
shell structure is absent. The main problem here is that the kinetic energy
operator is inherently non-local. This can be easily seen by considering the first
order finite difference expression of the Laplacian of a function f in a discrete
one -dimensional grid.
(A.34) (v' f\ - f(x,.,)+ (fx,=')-2f(x,)Y rlx, L2
Where {xJ and A are the grid points and spacing between them,
respectively. Expressions that extend beyond nearest neighbors are available
and show that contributions from distant neighbors becomes increasingly
smaller which tells us that kinetic energy operatoq although non-local, is quite
"near-sighted". Hence, semi-local gradient expansions work reasonably well.
A general approach is suggested by Kohn and Sham (1965) [47l.It starts from
the observation that a system of non-interacting electrons is exactly described
by an anti-symmetric wave function of the Slater determinant type, made of
one-electron orbitals. As in Hartree-Fock theory for such a wave function,
the kinetic energy can be obtained in terms of the one-electron orbitals. In this
case, the ground state density matrix p,(r,r') is expressed by:
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(A.35)A(r,r)=Σズo(rグ(r)
′=1
where a(r)are the one electЮn orbitals
numbcrs corrcsponding to thesc orbitals.Thcn,
energy ofnon―interacting electrons is
and 
"f, are the occupation
the expression for the kinetic
は3のr=勇暮/(aド‖c)
The Kohn and Sham's idea was that, if one can find a system of non-interacting
electrons that produces the same electronic density of the interacting systems,
then the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system can be calculated from the
above expression (of course 
- 
not the exact kinetic energy of interacting
system). There is then a correlation contribution to the kinetic energy that is not
taken into account, which must be included in the correlation energy term. In
the following, the non-interacting electrons whose groundstate density
coincides with that of the interacting system, which is termed as
non-interacting reference system of density p(r) , is described by the
Hamiltonian
- 
Nf h, I(A.37) H^=>l 
- ^ vl+uo(4) l,,. ;t2m, ,,,J
with N, the number of electrons and the up(ri) is the reference potential
where the ground state density of Fp equals the p(r). This ensures that the
ground state energy equals the energy of the interacting system. The
Hamiltonian above has no electron-electron interactions. Therefore. the
eigenstates can be expressed in the form of Slater determinants
(A.3s) tb (r) 
- 
[ s olqrt)qr(rr)... eru, (rr,)1JNt!
whcrc thc closed shell situation
′≦鳩 and O fOr J:」「s With
orbitals. For the meantilnc, the
density is:
is chosen (i.e. occupation umbers are 2 for
l4 =N l2the number of doubly occupied
spin dependence is ignor d. Therefore, the
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//r
(A.3e) dr)=2Zlq,$\'
,-t
and the kinetic term is:
h2 N'(A.40) r 
*[ p] = - *Z(r,lr'lr,)fll ,_,
The single particle orbitals cp, are the
the one-electron Hamiltonian
^h2(A.41) H rs = -i-V' + uo(r),2m
{ lowest-energy eigenfunctions of
which are obtained by solving the one-electron Schrddinger equation:
(A.42) fr oq,F)= s,e,(r)
Using the To[p], the universal density functional can be re-written in the
following form:
(A.43) F[p]=r^Ipl.1tt4')4i ) drdr' + 8,"[p]z-- lr-rl
This defines the modified exchange and correlation energy E,,Ip], that it
accounts also for the kinetic correlation ignored in T^Id. By substituting this
expression into the total energy functional:Erfp) 
- 
f [p] + ! p(r)urrr(r)dr,
we can obtain the KS functional:
(^.44) E n[pl = rolpf+ [ c{ir*,{")dr + I tl #* dr dr' + E,,tp]z"' lr-rl
Here, the energy functional is expressed in terms of the N, orbitals that
minimize the non-interacting electronic kinetic energy under the fixed density
constraint. The one-electron orbitals are usually called Kohn-Sham orbitals.
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The Kohn-Sham orbitals are actually the result of mathematical construction
devised in order to simpliff the problem. In principle, they do not have obvious
meaning by themselves, but they are used to construct the density according to
(A.39). In practice, howeveq it is customary to think of them as single particle
physical eigenstates. The Kohn-Sham orbitals satisff the one-electron KS
equations (A.42), but so far, the reference potential, u* (or also called
Kohn-Sham potential, u"") is not known. What is, however, known is that uR
is the potential that ensures that the density of the non-interacting reference
system is the same as the true density of the interacting system. This is possible
to determine by minimizing the KS functional (A.44) with respect to the
density, under the constraint that this density integrates to N particles. The
variational principle applied to Kohn-Sham's functional is:
(A.45) 洗    (EKS[/']―μ∫ρ(r)グr)=0
Using the rules of functional derivation, the following equation for minimizing
ground state density can be obtained:
(,t.46) ry4+ u",,(r). W+d, *6E-.0:IPI - r6dr) cn\''1.-"1 fir{.r)
The first functional derivative can be obtained by considering the
non-interacting Hamiltonian in (A.37). Since the particles in the reference
system only interact with the reference potential, and not between themselves,
this Hamiltonian corresponds to:
(A.47)
whose ground state cnergy is thc sallne as that ofthe interacting systeFn beCausc
thcy share the same clectronic dcnsity.Thereforc,in general,Eり[″]≧EO and
the equality is verifled only for the ground statc densit光 /)。T is ineans that
the inctional derivat市eof E錢[″]muSt Vanish for the ground state densi与
Applying thc varittional principle(A.45)E錢[多],WC Obtai■
???
?
?????
?
????〓???
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(A.48) +++ur(r)= p*fip(r) ^
where p^ is the chemical potential of the
should coincide with that of the interacting
(A.48), we get:
non-interacting system, which
system, 72. Using (4.46) and
(A.49) uo(r) = uu,(r)* IffiOr' + tt*rlp)(r),
where F*r1p]Q)=W
As in Hartree and Hartree-Fock theories, the reference potential depends on the
solutions of the one-electron Schrddinger equation (the KS orbitals) through
the electronic density. Therefore, this equation must be solved self-consistently,
making sure that the density used to construct the reference potential coincides
with that obtained from the solutions of the equation via (A.39).
The compatation of the approximate solution to the mony-body Schrhdinger
equation within DFT by solving the Kohn-Sham equations, sre implemented
in hennu ub initio Simulation Packoge (I/ASP) [99-102]. VASP performs on
excellent minimization scheme - an iterative solution of the generalized
Kohn-Sham equations via unconstrained minimization of the norm of the
residual vector to euch eigenstate. It optimizes routines for charge and
spin-density mixing. The rest of the robust and fast algorithms used in VASP
can be found in www.vasp.at [103J. Moreover, in the VASP implementation,
one should invoke either pseudopotentials or projector augmented wave
method for electron-ion interaction; plane wave basis sets; and LDA or
GGA-level of exchange and conelation. These methods and parameters ure
discussed in lotter sections.
A.1.6 Spin density functional theory
Because in the present stady, the target systems have partiolly Jilled outer
shell then the integration of spin component in DFT is worth-mentioning.
This section also serves the basis of the constrained DFT which is introduced
appropriotely in section 2.3.1. Extending the Kohn-Sham theory to
spin-polarized systems requires two independent spin densities, p = h * Pv
Kohn-Sham spin orbitals are constructed to satisfu the self-consistent
Kohn-Sham equations:
( 't I(A.so) 1-!r' + u^,,(r) 1o,,,(r)= t,.,e,.,(r)12* )
where the subindex s indicates the spin component. The reference potentials
D^."(r) are obtained as an extension to (A.49) to the spin-dependent case:
(A.5 I ) D*' (r) = u*, (r) + S 29) a r' + F*c.,L p1, p iF),
' lr- rl
with
(A.52) F *.,,1 p1, p1 l(r) = u E r:I-o)-,rot5P,(r)
where
(A.53)鳥(r)=土lo.(r】
2
i=l
Generally, the exchange-correlation functionals are given in terms of the total
electronic density, p and the magnetization density 5, where p = h * pt
and (r) = pt * ps . The density given by the p(r) and p"(r) involves two
different number of electrons, N1 and Ng such that the sum, N = Nr * Ng is
the total number of electrons in the system. Also, it is not necessary that
Nr = Nr. The values of N" have to be determined according to single-particle
eigenvalues by asking for the lowest N to be occupied. This defines the Fermi
energy 
€F such that the occupied states have €,., <tp. This approach is
known as spin density functional theory (SDFT). In the case of
non-spinpolarized systems p(r) = h(r), SDFT reduces to the double
occupancy of single particle orbitals. In SDFI the total energy is
(A.54)
E r,f.p r, prl = T nl p r, pt1+ ! o{r)u,,,(r) dr+ 1 tt 44P d r d r' + E o [p r, pr]2JJ lr_.'l
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with
+-2 2 N,(A.ss) r 
^lpt, 
pi = - hZZ(w,.,lv'1o,.,)
In fact, the solution of the KS equations must be obtained by an iterative
procedure in the same way as for the Hartree and Hartree-Fock equations. In
these latter methods, the total energy can not be simply written as the sum of
the eigenvalues, e,.". Double counting has to be subtracted:
(A.56)
%[a,^]=喜暮ら´―:∬十埒シrグr+{義[a,^]一∫バr)物で[a,^K→Jrl
and a similar expression for the unpolarized case, where the sum over spin
components is replaced by a factor of 2, and the spin-polaized expression for
the exchange-correlation potential are replaced by the unpolarized one. SDFT
assumes that the projection of the total spin of the system is a good quantum
number. There are cases, however, when this is not the case. Non-collinear
magnetism can appear in disordered or low-symmetry structures, and also in
the form of spiral phases such as Fe clusters. The theory of non-collinear
magnetism developed by Von Barth and Hedin (1972) [104], is based on a2x2
spinor of the spin density:
I l-l(A.57) p"pf)= ; dr)6"p + - /,(,(r)o'"B
" i=l
where oLB are the Pauli Spin matrices and (t(r) are the Cartesian
components of the spin polarization vectors. The recent method of treating
non-collinear magnetism is developed by Dederich et. al. [67] based on DFT
and will be discussed in the next chapter.
4.1.7 Exchange-correlation in DFT
The idea here is to look for approximation to exchange and correlation where
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both terms are treated in similar manner. One starting point is to consider
homogenous electron gas 
- 
a simplified model for the metallic system. The
exchange energy is given by Dirac's expression:
(A.58) ρ
ν3=―:(親“:=―Ψ御・
where r"=(3l4np)1t3 is the mean inter-electronic distance expressed in
atomic units (l bohr:0.529177 Angstrom). But eventually, using homogenous
electron gas as a reference is not entirely a good idea for molecular systems as
their electronic densities are far from uniform. The first idea to address this
issue is to consider a general inhomogenous electronic system as locally
homogenous, and then to use the exchange correlation hole corresponding to
the homogenous electron gas, which is known to some good accuracy. This is
the local density approximation (LDA). Here, we discuss the
exchange-correlation correction, which is also strongly based on LDA. This
exchange-correlation treatment is what is used in this study.
To address the issue of inhomogeneity in the electronic density, the natural
way is to carry out an expansion of the density in terms of the gradient and
higher order derivatives. In general, the exchange-correlation energy can be
written in the following form:
(A. s9) E n[ d = [ OG) t *rtdr)]Fnt dr),Y p(r),Y' p1r1,...1dr
where 4. ir an enhancement factor that modifies the LDA expression
according to the variation of the density in the vicinity of the considered point.
The second order gradient expansion ofthe exchange energy introduces a term
proportional to the squared gradient of the density. If the expansion is further
carried on to the fourth order, the term also appears proportional to the square
of the Laplacian of the density. The fourth order gradient expansion of the
exchange enhancement factor lL is
?
―
‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
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where
(A.61)′= 1嘲
2
is the square of the density gradient and ,
(A.62)9=
4(3π2)2/3ρ8/3
▽2ρ
is the Laplacian of the density.
4(3π2)2/3ρ5/3
The first two coefficients of the expansion are exactly known. The third one is
the result of a many-body calculation and has only been estimated numerically
by Svendsen and von Barth, 1996 [105], to an accuracy of the order of 20o/o.
The fourth coefficient D has not been explicitly calculated to date but the best
numerical estimate is zero.
The second order gradient expansion corresponds to an expression ofthe type:
(A.63) Enlpl= I A*r,lplp(r)o'' dr * [C 
"rlp]lv b1r\' lflr)at3 dr
which is asymptotically valid for densities that vary slowly in space. The LDA
retains only the leading term. It is well-known that a straightforward evaluation
of the above is ill-behaved. Other issues are violations of one or more exact
conditions required for the exchange and correlation holes, such as
normalization conditions , negativity of exchange density and self-interaction
cancellation. Perdew showed that imposing these conditions to functionals that
originally do not verify them, results in remarkable improvement of the quality
of the exchange energies (Perdew, 1985) [50]. On the basis of this type of
reasoning, a number of modified gradient expansions have been proposed
mainly between 1986 to 1996 which are named generalized gradient
approximations (GGA). GGA is then obtained using two mojor approaches:
deriving appropriate expressions by theoretical methods and then requesting
that the coefJicients are such that a number of theformal conditions are met.
Most conditions for the XC hole described above are met by
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional [51] in addition to absence of Jitting
parameters, therefore, this GGA-functional is used in the DFT calculations.
A.2 Electronic structure calculation
The main issue in electronic structure theory at the single particle
approximation level is to self-consistently solve a set of N coupled, partial
differential equations. Below summarizes the treatment of electron-nuclear
interaction and the mathematical representation of single-particle orbitals.
A.2.1KS and HF equations
In the KS formulation we have to solve the following eigenvalue equation:
ln'(4.64) j 
-=v' + u",, (r)+ I Plor'* p*l.plle,(r) = t,e,(r)| 2, 'lr-rl )
where the electron density p is:
N(A.65) dr)=ZIle,Q\'
i=l
where N is the number of electrons and f *" the occupation numbers
corresponding to the one-electron eigenstates. In the case of spin-unpolarized
insulators or closed shell molecules, f, = 2 for the l//2 lowest eigenstates and
.f, = 0, otherwise. For spin-polarized systems or open-shell molecules, the
exchange correlation potential and the external potential, when there are
external magnetic fields, depends on the spin projection. So there are two sets
of occupation numbers, one for each spin-component. The occupation numbers
are Io = | for the N lowest eigenstates, but considering both sets of
eigenvalueS, tit and e;1. It may well happen that the number of occupied
states is unbalanced. The extemal potential u^,(r) represents the interaction
between the electrons and the nuclei and is given by:
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P.7(A.66) D",,(r) = -tlr6fr_.t
and the exchange-correlation potential Fxc are given by any of the
expressions described previously. At this point, the solution of KS equation
requires:
(1) finding mathematical way to represent the single particle
orbitals
(2) treating electron-nuclear interactions
4.2.2 Basis set
The basis set is a mathematical representation for the one-electron orbitals. A
possibility is certainly to represent them on a three-dimensional grid in real
space, and to solve the partial differential equations using finite differences.
The one-electron wave function can be expanded in a generic basis set
described by the orbitals lq"l. ln real-space representation these orbitals
become (rlq"l = cpo(r). The KS or HF orbitals are then written as linear
combination of these basis orbitals:
M
(A.67) V,F)=lc,"Q"e)
a=1
where 7 labels the wave function or band, the sum runs over all the basis
functions up to the dimension of the basis set M, and cio are the expansion
coeffrcients of wave function 7. The wave functions are solutions of the
time-independent Schr<idinger equation. We note that atomic systems have
spherical symmetry and the wave functions are usually obtained by integrating
the radial Schrcidinger equation numerically using finite differences, forward
from the origin and backward from infinity, and requesting that the two
solutions match in amplitude and derivative at a pre-fixed radius. Those
energies that allow for a smooth matching of inward and outward solutions are
precisely the eigenvalues. If this procedure is to be generalized to a polyatomic
system, continuity conditions have to be imposed at the surface of the spheres
centered on each one of the atoms. There are two additional complications
arising from this, first since the geometry is not any more spherical, the
continuity conditions have to be secured at every point in the surface of the
sphere, and they will in general depend on the polar and azimuthal angles.
Therefore this problem requires an expansion in partial waves {in components
of the wave functions for each angular momentum (l,m)|. This can be done by
expanding in spherical harmonics around each atom site. Second the continuity
conditions have to be verified simultaneously on the surface of all the spheres,
and not just a single one. This procedure has been implemented in some
programs: Slater's APW approach (Slater, 1937) [06] and LCMTO method
(Andersen, I97l) [107]. Another possibility is to represent the one-electron
wave functions in an energy-dependent basis set, where the basis functions are
chosen according either to simplicity, to flexibility or to effrciency. In this case,
the Schr<jdinger equation becomes a generalized linear eigenvalue problem:
M(4.68) L(n 
"o 
- 
e,S*)c,o = 0
0=l
or in condensed notation.
(A.69) Hc= ASc
where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues, matrix c has the
eigenvectors (the expansion coefficients of the wave functions) as columns,
and H and S are the energy-independent Hamiltonian and overlap matrices,
respectively. The Hamiltonian matrix elements between two basis orbitals are:
(A.70) H op = (O"lfrV; = I O"{r)nLoe)dr
while the overlap matrix elements:
(A.71) s"o = (d"l4o) = [ o-"{rVo{ia,
A.2.3 Periodic system
When studying periodic systems such as solids (bulk, surfaces) it has to be
ensured that Bloch's theorem is verified, in the sense that the combination of
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basis orbitals that represents a solution of the Schrddinger equation verifies the
translational periodicity of the supercell. In that case, the previous expression
(A.67) has to be modified the following way:
(A.72)10(r)=θホrΣ4 )はr)=Σ弓〕)イ)(r)
where k indicates the wave vector in the Brillouin zone, and the modified basis
functions are
( .73) 4f'Q)= e'k''Oo(r)
For basis functions that respect the periodicity of the crystal, the Hamiltonian
and overlap matrix elements between two basis orbitals are given by:
(^.74) iry) =(Otlnpy',)= ltr,lntf 61ar
and
(A.7s) s"o = (o"l4o) = [ il.,@o?ew = [ ilr"l/.oQ)dr
respectively. Notice that in this case the overlap matrix elements do not depend
on the wave vector k
For solids and in general condensed phases, Bloch's theorem prescribes that the
wave functions must be composed of a phase factor and a periodic part that
verifies poQ)= Ft(r+a,) with aiany lattice vector. This can be used to
introduce naturally (for solid state applications) the basis set of plane waves
(PW). PWs are solutions of the Schr<idinger equation in the presence of
constant external potential, as is approximately verified in interstitial regions in
condensed phases. Closer to the atomic nuclei howeveg the external potential
is far from constant and, hence, the solution is no longer single PW but a linear
combination of PWs. In general, any function in real space can be written as
the Follrier transfollll of a function in reciprocal space:
(A.76)メιl(r)=∫θ′gr″(々g)グg
but due to the periodicity of 1tp(r), the only allowed values of g are those that
verify eis'oJ = L , g .aj -- 2nn for j =1,2,3 This implies that
E = nrbr + nrb, + nrb.. where:
a,xa,-4.77) b, - 2r ' ",f,
and n : (n,n,nr) is a vector of integer numbers. Therefore, the g vectors in
the Fourier transform (A.76) are restricted precisely to the reciprocal lattice
vectors G and the general expression for the wave function is:
. oikr a(A.7s) eo (r)= 7f ,cu(G)"'"'VO.1i
Hence, due to periodicity, the Fourier transform (A.76) becomes Fourier series,
where the Fourier coefficients are C-(G). This restriction of the possible
values of g to the reciprocal lattice vectors ensures that periodic boundary
condition (PBC) are automatically verified. We now define the PW basis
functions:
(A.79)ん(r)=
which are suitably normalized in the supercell
岩θGr
(A.80)(たlψt)= 静Ωセ∂=セα〓??
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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so that PWs corresponding to different wave vectors, G + G' are orthogonal.
With this definition, the wave functions for different eigenstates, T can be
written as
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@(A.8 I ) rn',u' {r) = e'u'' ZC iu(GV" (r)
G=0
Notice that the phase factor, e'k''involves a wave vector k in the ftstBZ,while
the recripocal lattice vectors G entering the PW expansion, except for G:0, lie
always outside the BZ. Wave functions corresponding to different k vectors
obey separate Schrcidinger equations. In the case of non-interacting electrons
these are completely independent, but in the case of DFT (or any other
many-body theory), the equations couple in the sense of self-consistency
through the one-electron orbitals and the electronic density. The phase factor
can be incorporated into the definition of the basis functions which will
become dependent on the particular point in theBZ:
,l(A.32) 4Lri= f.s'(k*c)'vl2
so that
(A.s3) a: @= Icr*(c)QEG)
G=0
assumes the usual form of a basis set expansion (67). Conversely, the PW
coefficients assume the following form in terms of the real-space wave
function:
いおのCプk6)=∫ψ[拿←が0グr=幾劃〆肝Oraり0グrΩ
The kinetic and potential contributions to the Hamiltonian matrix elements
H8,", = Tt,e, * V[,6, arethen given by:
い80鴫―券(4M4)=券lkttq2、β
and
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(A.86)4,G' 豊∫レ″(r)θ′(G―G)rグr=ラン(G―G')
where V1e 
- 
e'1 is the Fourier transform of the potential and, if t it u
local potential, the matrix elements are independent of the wave vector k in the
BZ. The kinetic term is, quite conveniently, diagonal in reciprocal space.
Therefore in the PW basis set the time independent Schr<idinger equation (68)
becomes the eigenvalue equation.
A2(A.s7) Ifl-lt * Gl'd",", +tg- c')Crk(c') = erucru(G)?'2m'
Next, the Bloch's theorem implies that the wave function of an electron in a
periodic potential can be naturally expanded in a plane-wave basis set. The G
vectors allowed in the PW expansion are the reciprocal lattice vectors and in
principle, an infinite number of such vectors is required to represent the wave
functions with infinite accuracy. In practice, however, the Fourier coefticients
C-(G) of the wave functions decrease with increasing lk + Gl, so that the
PIV expansion con be effectively truncated at a Jinite number of terms
(imited to all waves with kinetic energl lower than some energ) cutoff,
Ecut ):
体遇助:;がkttq2<鳥″
The starting energl cut-off used in VASP is proportional to the sqaare of the
highest expansion cofficient based on Rappe, Rabe, Kaxiras und
Joannopolo us scheme [1 08,1 09J.
4.2.4 The electron-nuclear interaction
This interaction is given by the bare Coulomb potential. However, a distinction
has to be made between electrons that participate directly in chemical bonding
(valence) and those that are tightly bound to the nuclei (core), which do not
participate in the bonding and can be treated as frozen orbitals. In some cases,
there are third classes of electrons called semi-core, which do not participate in
=(41呵4,)=
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the bonding but are sufficiently close in energy to the valence to feel the
presence of the environment. These terms are widely used to denote
single-particle electronic states rather than just electrons.
4.2.4.1 Atomic pseudopotentials
The wave functions for free electrons in a periodic crystal can be expanded in
PWs. If the potential due to the atoms is neglected, then PWs are the exact
solution. If the potential is smooth, then it can be treated as perturbation,
leading to the nearly free electron model. The potential originating from the
atomic nuclei, however, is far from smooth. For heauy atomsrfor instance, the
wave fanctions associated with the core states are steeper. The number of
Pll/ components required for such steep wave functions are huge. Slater
(1937) [106] suggested a possible solution to this problem, where the PW
solution is augmented with the solutions of atomic problem in spherical
regions around the atoms, and the potential is ussumed to be spherically
symmetric inside the spheres, and zero outside (APW method). To be
discussed deeper luter in the hope of building up projected augmented wave
(PAry) method, which is used in this study.In order to overcome this shape
approximation of the potential, Herring (1940) [ 10] proposed an alternative
method consisting of constructing the valence wave functions as a linear
combination of PW and core wave functions. By choosing appropriately the
coefficients of the expansion, this wave function turns out to be orthogonal to
the core states (orthogonalized plane wave method 
- 
OPW). Since the
troublesome region is taken cared of by the core orbitals, the part that must be
represented by the PWs is smooth. When one goes beyond the OPW method
and eliminate the core states altogether by replacing it with effective potential
or pseudopotential. As inspired by the OPW method, the origin of
pseudopotential approach can be traced back to Philips and Kleinman (1959)
[1] l], who showed that one can construct a smooth valence wave function, Qr,
that is not orthogonalized to the core states Q",by combining the core and the
true valence wave functions in the following way:
(A.se) 10,) =lq,) *Lo*lq)
c
where dcu = @JQ"l. This pseudo-wave function satisfies the modified
Schrddinger equation:
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(A.90)
where H 
-T *V,V =
the identity operator.
pseudo-Hamiltonian:
(Zc/r)f iS the bare
This shows that it
nuclear potential and the i
is possible to construct
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(A.91) ―ら】%)(%|
with the same eigenvalues as the original but a
function. The associate potential is:
(A.92) ―ら】%)(%|
is the pseudopotential. The most general form is:
-lata(A.e3) t,,(r)= I I ut,,1r1pml(tml=ld,,1r1f',
smoother. nodeless wave
′=0
where (r!ml=Ym(e,Q) are spherical harmonics, and drr(r) is the
pseudopotential corresponding to the angular component l, and the operator:
(A.94)4=ΣI″)(物|
m=-l
A.2.4.2 Augmented plane waves
Similar to OPW, the augmented basis sets divide the space into muffin-tin
(MT) spheres and interstitial regions (we know that spherical approximation
can not really cover all regions of target system 
- 
in fact, it should be
polyhedral but this requires complicated treatment, therefore MT and
interstitial regions are conceptualized). A basis set is selected for the interstitial
region, and the basis functions are augmented with solutions of the spherically
symmetric atomic problem within MT spheres. This separation into
spherically-symmetric and non-muffin-tin contributions is very useful, because
the matrix elements involving the spherical components of the potential can be
reduced to simple one-dimensional integrals. In augmented PW methods, the
calculation of the interstitial potential and density is quite straightforward. The
potential in the interstitials, which corresponds to bonding regions, tend to be
rather flat [ 12]. Therefore it makes sense as first suggested by Slater to
approximate the non-muffin-tin potential by a constant potential. Moreover the
potential reference can be shifted so that this constant is zero, u\{rf
(muffin-tin approximation 
- 
MTA), and in this case the only contribution of
the potential to the Hamiltonian matrix elements arises from the integrals
within the spheres. A variant of MTA is the atomic sphere approximation
(ASA. In the ASA, the spheres are inflated by choosing the MT radius equal to
the Wigner-Seitz radius, so that they become space-filling and slightly
overlapping (around I0o ), thus eliminating the interstitial regions.
In the original APW method the basis functions are plane waves matched to the
solutions of the atomic problem inside the MT spheres. An alternative
approach is to expand the wave functions of the target system in plane waves,
and to augment this directly instead of each individual PW component [ 13].
The first approach requires a large number of angular momentao of the order of
/-* o 10of more, to achieve convergence [11a]. The original APW method is
based on the MTA (neglecting any non-spherical contributions to the potential).
The wave functions are written as linear combinations of the augmented PWs
basis functions, and the energies are obtained by solving a generalized
eigenvalue equation with non-unity overlap matrix, due to the
non-orthogonality of the basis functions for different values of G. Since the
PWs are orthonormal, when integrating over the entire cell, it is more
convenient to calculate the matrix elements by first assuming that the PW part
extends to all space, and then discount the contribution from the spheres
together with the augmentation part. The overlap matrix is:
体均 (41ゐ)=島,c―普 喜瑞
♂G―o烏
where the first term is the usual orthogonality relation for PW, and the second
term is the subtraction of the integrals inside the spheres.
In the LAPW method thcsc logarithmic der市at市es(the One that contains the
infollllation inside the sphcre)are linearizcd with respcct to energy[115,H6],
thus resulting in the modiflcd basis hctions. To takc into account the
linearization of the atomic basis肺ctions,the only requirement is to modify
the(A.95):
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恥Lcre 9〃F arethe all…electron partial waves centercd on激om f obtained for
a retКnce ttom,and 9rF are pSeudo江omic partid waves thtt coincide
with the all―lectron one outside a cutoff radius. The proJcctor ttctions are
used to obey the relation(ρ:Imlψ陽)・The sums rlln over all the atomic sites t
angular momenta(ム
“
)a d pr●eCtOr inctions′.For a single praectot itjust
leads to the OPW inethod discusscd aboveo Thc orthogonality relation and the
pseudo―atomic partial wavcs splits thc electronic density into three dittoint
contributions:a so■p eudo―charge ttom 9βs,and tW0 1ocalized charge
dendies from 9〃F and 9P・ThC CXpresttons invo市hg thc pseudzed
quantitics are evaluated in a Cartcsian grid using plane waves and thc
expressions involving localizcd quantities are evaluatcd using radial grids.
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reference conJiguration ond works only with the valence wavefunctions (like
pseudo-potential). Hence, all the pseudo-potentiul machinery is available in
PAW method, which just has to be supplemented with contributions from the
spherical regions. For systems where the charge density distribution closely
resembles that of the reference system of the isolated atom within the core
region, pseudopotential and PAIY wiil yield almost the same numerical
accuraql However, for systems with large mognetic moments ond high
electronegativities like those used in this study : iron, cobalt, orygen and
boron atoms, the PAIY approach was proved to be more precise [117].
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MONTE CARLO CODE
PROGRAM ising3d
! ISING MODEL FoT BIMETALLIC SYSTEMS
! A Monte Carlo simulation
! Version:
! - Calculate energy And magnetization per site For body center cubic
! - Calculate specific heat And susceptibility
! - Re-Format data In ouput file (Temp, En, M4 Mb, M)
! - Improve interactive information of Log file (status.Log)
!
! 04.08.201 l: Initial release
!
! Usage:
! - The Input parameters are Set In "input.dat"
! - The Output data Is written To "ouput.dat"
! - Simulation state Is written To "status.loq"
!
! Developed
! CLARE ESCANO
! Dept. of Applied Physics, Osaka University
! Contact: clarc@dyn.ap.eng.osaka-u.ac jp
!
!Notice:
! For better initializing spin configuration,
! please Set nrows, ncols As even numbers.
!
! For GENERAL BIMETALLIC SYSTEMS contact Me
! Or make your own
!
!
implicit none
! Variable declarations
Integer,allocatable :: S(:,:,:) ! spin state of system
Integer :: ij,k ! some dummy integers
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Integer:: iifj,kk
Integer:: latt
Integer :: nrows,ncols
Integer:: na,nb,nlays
Integer:: initype
Integer :: nsteps,nsweep,istep
Integer:: trial
Integer :: ntemps,itemp
Integer :: counter
Integer:: mem_check
real :: Sa,Sb
real :: Jaa,Jbb,Jab
real :: low_temp,high_temp
real :: interJemp,temp
real:: beta
real:: Ma,Mb,Mn
(A/B/AIl)
real:: Ma2,Mb2,Mn2
(A/B/Ail)
real :: En,En2
real :: dE
real :: prob_trans
real:: Cv,Xa,Xb,X
real :: t begin,t end
Call cpu_time(t_begin)
! trial spin indexes
! crystal structure (cubic, bcc,...)
! number of rows And columns
! number of layers (bottom/top/All)
! initial spin state of system
! MC loops: total, sweep, current
! value of changed spin
! number of scans: total. current
! update times For energJ,
magnetization
! check If allocation Is alright
! atomic spins of Type A And Type B
! spin coupling interaction
(AA,BB,AB)
! initial And final temperatures
! interval And current temperatures
! inverse of current temperature
! cumulative average magnetization
! cumulative average magnetization^2
! cumulative average energy, energy^2
! change In energy between 2 configs
! transition probability
! specific heat And susceptibility
! total CPU Time of the simulation
! Writing To Log file
Open(unit: I 0,fi le:'status.log',status:'replace',action:'write')
write(l0,*)'3D ISING MODEL - BIMETALLIC SURFACE"
Write(10,*) "A Monte Carlo simulation"
Write(l 0,*) "Developed by"
write(I 0,*) "CLARE ESCANO"
Write(10,*)
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write(10,*)
Write(I0,*) "NOTE* For general type of systems contact me"
Write(10,*) "or better yet make your own (@ _@) "
Write(l0,*) rr------------- -------rl
write(10,*)
! Reading Input parameters
Open(uniF I 1,fi le:'input.dat',status:'old',action:'read',en- I )
GoTo 2
I Write(I0,*) "ERROR: Input file not found"
Stop
2 Read(l l,*) latt
Read(11,*) Sa,Sb
Read( I l,*) Jaa,Jbb,Jab
Read( I l,*) nrows,ncols,na,nb
Read(l l,*) initype
Read(l l,*) nsteps,nsweep
Read(l l,*) low_temp,high_temp,inter temp
Close(11)
Write(10,*) "Successfully read input file"
! Checking Input parameters
If (latt/:2) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Structure is not supported.Check input file!"
Stop
End If
If (nrows<:O .or. ncols<:0 .or. (na+nb)<:0) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Lattice should be positive"
Stop
Else If (na::0 .or. nb:=0) Then
Write(10,*) "NOTICE: Single metallic surface found"
Else
Write( I 0,*) "NOTICE: Bimetallic surface found"
End If
If (nsteps<O .or. nsweep<0) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Monte Carlo loops negative"
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Stop
Else If (nsteps<nsweep) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Sweeping loops too large"
Stop
End If
If (inter temp<:0) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Temperature interval is wrong"
Stop
Else If (high_temp<:0 .or. low_temp<:0) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Temperature should be positive"
Stop
Else If (high_temp<low_temp) Then
Write(10,*) "ERROR: Problem found in temperatures"
Stop
End If
! Allocating spin matrix
nlays:na*nb
al locate( S(nrows*2,nco l5*2,nlays),staFmem-check)
If (mem_check/:0) Then
Write(I0,*) "ERROR: Not enough memory. Reduce size!"
Stop
End If
! Opening Output file
Open(unit= 1 2,fi le:'output. dat', status:'rep lace',action:'write')
Write(I2,*) " Temp En M_a M-b M_tot C-v X-a
X_b X_tot"
! Running temperature loops
ntemps:Int((high_temp-low-temp)/inter temp)+1
Temp_loops: Do itemp:l,ntemps
! Resetting variables
counter:0
Ma=O.0
Ma2=0.0
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NIIb=0.0
ⅣIb2=0.0
ⅣIn=0.0
Mn2=0.0
En=0.0
En2=0.0
!Setting up spin conflguration
CaH InSpin(S,nrOws,ncols,nlays,initype)
!Calculating current temperature
temp=low_temp+intertttemp*(itemp‐1)
beta=1.0/temp
!Showing status ln Log flle
W五te(10,*)
Write(10,*)"Perf0111l calculation for T=",temp
Write(10,*)"...running Monte Carlo loops"
!Running Monte Carlo loops
MC_loops:Do istep=1,nsteps
!Finding energyだ財Inagnetization
lf(iStep>nsweep)Then
counter=counter+1
Call TotMn(Ma,Ma2,Mb,Mb2,Mn,Mn2,Sa,Sb,nrows,ncols,na,nb,S)
Can TotEn(En,En2,Jaa,Jbb,Jab,nrows,ncols,na,nb,latt)
End lf
!Flipping a spin randonlly
五=nint((nrOWS‐1)*Randomo+2)
」=nint((ncOIS-1)*Randomo+2)
kk=nint((niays…1)*Randomo+1)
trial=¨S(五輛,kk)
!Calculating energy change
Call deltaE(dE,H輛,kk,trial,S,Jaa,Jbb,Jab,nrows,ncols,na,nb,latt)
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! Performing the transition
prob_trans:Exp(-beta* dE)
If (Random0<prob_trans) Then
S(iijj,kk):trial
If (ii::2) S(nrows+2 jj,kk)=trial
If (ii::nrows+l) S(l jj,kk)nriai
If (ii::2) S(ii,ncols+2,kk):trial
If fi =:ncols+ I ) S(ii, l,kk)-rial
End If
End Do MC_loops
! Calculating specific heat
6y:(beta* * 2)* (En2l counter-(En/counter)* *2)
! Calculating susceptibility
Xa:beta* (Ma2lcounter-(Ma/counter) * *2 )
Xb=beta* (Mb2/counter-(Mb/counter)* * 2)
X=beta* (Mn2lcounter-(Mn/counter) * * 2)
! Writing To Output file
Ma:Abs(Ma/counter
Mb=Abs(Mb)/counter
Mn=Abs(Mn)/counter
En:En/counter
write( 1 2,'(F6. l,F 1 0.4,3 F 7 .3,481 0.2)') temp,En,Ma,Mb,Mn,Cv,Xa,Xb,X
write(I0,*) "...done"
End Do Temp_loops
! Finishing All calculations
deallocate(S)
Close(12)
Call cpu_time(t_end)
write(10,*)
write(l 0,*) "PROGRAM COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY! "
Write(I0,*) "CPU time used (s): ",t end-t begin
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Close(10)
,_________¨―¨¨――
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE InSpin(S,nrows,ncols,nlays,initype)
! Setting up initial spin state
implicit none
Integer :: ij,k
Integer : : nrows,ncols,nlays,initype
Integer :: S(:,:,:)
If (initype::l) Then ! Uniform Type
S(:,:,:):l
Else If (initype::2) Then ! Sandwich Type
Do k:l,nlays
S(:,:,k):-(- 1)**k
End Do
Else If (initype:=3) Then ! Checkerboard Type
Do k:l,nlays
Do i:l,nrows*2
Do j:l,ncols+2
S(ij,k):-(- I )* *(i+j+k)
End Do
End Do
End Do
Else If (inityps::4) Then ! Random Type
Do k=l,nlays
Do i:2,nrows*l
Do j:2,ncols+1
S(i j,k):nint(Random0)*2- I
End Do
End Do
End Do
S( l,l,:):S(nrows* l,ncols+ l,:)
S(nrows*2, l,:):S(2,ncols+ l,:)
S( l,ncols+2, : )=S(nrows + 1,2,:)
S(nrows*2,ns615*2, : ):S (2,2,:)
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S(2:nrows*l, l,:):S(2:nrows*l,ncols+I,:)
S(2 :nrows* l,ncols*2,:):S(2 :nrows+ 7,2,:)
S( 1,2:ncols+1,:)=S(nrows* I,2:ncols+ I,:)
S(nrows+2,2 :ncols* l,:)=S(2,2:ncols+ l, :)
Else
write(10,*) "ERRoR: No initial state is chosen"
Stop
End If
End SUBROUTINE InSpin
SUBROUTINE TotMn(Ma,Ma2,Mb,Mb2,Mn,Mn2,Sa,Sb,nrows,ncols,na,nb,S)
! Calculating magnetization
implicit none
Integer : : nrows,ncols,na,nb,nlays
Integer :: S(:,:,:)
real :: Sa,Sb
real:: Ma_sum,Mb_sum
real : : Ma_tmp,Mb_tmp,M_tmp
real::Ma,Mb,Mn
real:: Ma2,MbZ,Mn2
nlays:na*nb
Ma_sum:sum(Sat S(2 :nrows* 1,2 :ncols+ l, I :na))
Mb_sum=sum(Sb* S(2 :nrows* 1,2 :ncols* I,na* I :nlays))
If (na::0) Then
Ma_tmp:O.0
Mb_tmp:Mb_sum/( I .0 *nrows*ncols*nb)
Else If (nb::0) Then
Ma_tmp:Ma_sum/( l . 0*nrows*ncols*na)
Mb_tmp:0.0
Else
Ma_tmp=Ma_sum/( I .0*nrows*ncols*na)
Mb_tmp:Mb_sum/( I .0 *nrows *ncols*nb)
End If
M_tmp:(Ma_sum*Mb_sum)/( I .0 *nrows*ncols *nlays)
143:\{s*Ma_tmp
Ma2:Ma2+Ma tmp**2
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Mb:Mb+Mb_tmp
Mb2:Mb2+Mb_tmp**2
Mn:Mn+M_tmp
Mn2:Mn2*M_tmp**2
End SUBROUTINE TotMn
SUBROUTINE TotEn(En,En2,J aa,Jbb,Jab, nrows,ncols,na,nb, lt)
! Calculating total energy
implicit none
Integer:: ij,k,lt
Integer : : nrows,ncols,na,nb,nlays
real :: Jaa,Jbb,Jab
real:: E_tmp,En,En2
E_tmp=0.0
nlays:na*nb
Do i:2,nrows*l
Do j:2,ncols+l
If (nb:O) Then
If (nlays::l) Then
E_tmp:E_tmp+E I (Jaa,i j,nlays, lt)
Else
Do k:l.nlavs-l
E-t.p:e-t-p+E I ( Jaa i j,k,lt)+Ei2(J aa. i j, k, lt)
End Do
E_tmp:E_tmp+E I (Jaa,i j,nlays, lt)
End If
Else If (na::O) Then
If (nlays::l) Then
E_tmp:E_tmp+E I (Jbb,i j,nlays,lt)
Else
Do k:l.nlavs-l
e-tmp:n-tmp+E I (J bb,i j,k,lt)+E2(Jbb, i j, k, lt)
End Do
E_tmp=E_tmp+E I (Jbb,i j,nlays,lt)
End If
Else
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If(na==1.and.nb==1)Then
Ettmlp=E_tmp+El(Jaa,ij,1,It)十El(Jbb,ij 2,lt)+E2(Jab,ij,1,It)
EIse lf(na==1.and.nb>1)Then
Do k=2,nlays…1
E_tmp=Etttmp+El(Jbb,ij,k,lt)+E2(Jbb,ij,k,lt)
End Do
Etttmp=EtttmpttEl(Jaa,ij,1,lt)+El(Jbb,ij,nlays,It)+E2(Jab,ij,1,lt)
EIse lf(n少1.and.nb==1)Then
Do k=1,na-1
E_tmp=Etttmp+El(Jaa,ij,k,lt)+E2(Jaa,ij,k,11)
End Do
Etttmp=EtttmpttEl(Jaa,ij,na,11)+El(Jbb,ij,nlays,lt)+E2(Jab,ij,na,lt)
EIse
Do k=1,na-1
E_tinp=EttmpttEl(Jaιij,k, t)+E2(Jaa,ij,k,lt)
End Do
Etttmp=己
…
p+El(Jaa,ij,na,lt)+E2(Jab,ij,na,lt)
Do k=na+1,nlays-1
Etttmp=E_tmpttEl(Jbb,ij,k,lt)+E2(Jbb,ij,k,lt)
End Do
Etttmp=Etttmp+El(Jbb,ij,nlays,It)
End lf
End lf
End Do
End Do
Etttmp=E_tmp(2.0*nrows*ncols*niays)
En=En+Etttmp
En2=En2+Etttmp**2
End SUBROUTINE TotEn
SUBROUTINE deltaE(dE,HJ,kk,trial,S,Jaa,Jbb,Jab,nrows,ncols,na,nb,It)
!Calculating energy change
ilnplicit none
lnteger::H莉,kk,tiJ
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Integer::rlrows,ncols,na,nb,nlays,It
lnteger::sumO,sum l,sum2,sum3,sum4
1nteger::S(:,:,:)
real::dE,dEl,dE2
real::Jaa,Jbb,Jab
nlays=nattnb
lf(1■=1)Then
sumO=S(ii…1轟,kk)+S(ii+1莉,kk)+S(ii馴+1,kk)+S(ii馴‐1,kk)
suml=S(H輛,kk+1)
sum2=S(HJ,kk-1)
sum3=S(i二J,kk+1)
sum4=S(li馴,kk…1)
EIse
sumO=0
suml=S(ii-1馴-1,kk+1)+S(ii覇-1,kk+1)+S(ii-1馴,kk■1)十S(H莉,kk+1)
sum2=S(li‐1莉‐1,kk-1)十S(五Л_1,kk-1)+S(ii…1轟,kk‐1)+S(五馴,kk…1)
sum3=S(ii莉,kk+1)+S(ii+lЛ,kk 1)+S(ii馴+1,kk+1)十S(ii+lJ+1,kk+1)
sum4=S(iiЛ,kk-1)+S(ii+1馴,kk-1)+S(ii馴+1,kk‐1)+S(ii+1莉+1,kk_1)
End lf
!Energy change within a layer
lf(kky=1.and.kk<=na)Then
dEl=-2*Jaa*trial*sum0
EIse
dEl=-2*Jbb*trial*sum0
End lf
!Energy change be●Ⅳeen layers
lf(nlays==1)Then
dE2=0.0
EIsc lf(nb==0.and.na>1)Then
lf(kk==1)Then
dE2=-2*Jaa*trial*sum l
Else lf(kk==nlays)Then
lf(NIIOd(kk,2)==0)dE2=…2*Jaa*trial*sum4
1f(MOd(kk,2)/=0)dE2=…2*Jaa*trial*sum2
EIse
lf(MOd(kk,2)==0)dE2=…2*Jaa*trial*(sum4+sum3)
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I f ( Mod(kk, 2) / :0) dEZ= -2* J aa* tria I * ( sum2 + sum I )
End If
Else If (na::0 .and. nb>l) Then
If (kk::l) Then
dE2: -2* Jbb* trial * sum 1
Else If (kk::nlays) Then
If (Mod(kk, 2)::0) dEZ: -2+ Jbb*trial * sum4
If (Mod(kk, 2) / :0) dE2: -2* Jbb*trial * sum2
Else
I f (Mod(kk' 2\::91 dE2: -2* Jbb*tri al * ( s um4 + sum3 )
If ( M od( kk, 2) / :0) dE2: -2* Jbb* tria I * ( sum2+sum I )
End If
Else If (na::l .and. nb::l) Then
If (kk::l) Then
dE2: -2* J ab*trial * sum I
Else
dE2: -2* I ab* tri al * sum4
End If
Else If (na::l .and. nb>l) Then
If (kk::l) Then
dE2: -2* J ab*tri al * sum I
Else If (kk:=2) Then
dE2:-2* J ab*trial * sum4-2 * Jbb *trial t sum3
Else If (kk::nlays) Then
If (Mod(kk,2)=:91 dE2= -2* Jbb*trial * sum4
If (Mod(kk, 2) I :0) dE2= -2* Jbb*trial * sum2
Else
If (Mod(kk, 2)::0) dE2= -2* Jbb*tri al * ( sum4 + s um3 )
If (Mod(kk, 2) I :0) dE2= -2* lbb* tri a I * ( sum2 +sum I )
End If
Else If (na>l .and. nb::l) Then
rf (kk::l) rhen
dE2= -2* J aa* trial * sum 1
Else If (kk==na) Then
If (Mod(kk, 2)::0) dE2:-2* J aa*trial* sum4-2 * Jab*trial * sum3
If (Mod(kk,2)l:0) dE2:-2* J aa*trial*sum2-2 *Jabttrial*sum I
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Else If (kk::nlays) Then
If (Mod(kk,2 )::9; dE2: -2* J ab*trial * sum4
If (Mod(kk, 2) / :0) dEZ= -2* J ab*trial * sum2
Else
If (M od( kk, 2)::0) dE2: -2* J aa* trial * ( s um4+sum3 )
If (Mod(kk,2)l:0) dE2:-2* J aa*trial*(sum2+sum I )
End If
Else
rf (kk::l) Then
dE2: -2* J aa*trial * sum I
Else If (kk>l .and. kk<na) Then
I f (Mod(kk' 2)::91 dE2: -2* J aa* trial * ( sum4+sum3 )
If (Mod(kk,2)l:0) dE2:-2* J aa*trial*(sum2+sum I )
Else If (kk::na) Then
If (Mod(kk, 2)::91 dE2:-2* J azttrial * sum4-2 *Jab*trial * sum3
If (Mod(kk, 2) I :0) dE2:-2* J aa*trial * sum2 -2 * Jab *trial * sum I
Else If (kk::na+l) Then
If (Mod(kk,2)::0) dE2:-2* J ab*trial *sum4-2*Jbb*trial*sum3
If (Mod(kk, 2)/:0) dE2:-2* J ab*trial* sum2-2 * Jbb*trial* sum I
Else If (kk>na+1 .and. kk<nlays) Then
If (Mod(kk, 2)::91 dE2:-2* Jbb*trial*(sum4+sum3 )
If (Mod(kk, 2) / :0) dEz: -2* Jbb* trial * ( sum2 +s um I )
Else
If (Mod(kk'2)::0) dE2:-2* Jbb*trial * sum4
If (Mod(kk, 2) I :0) dE2= -2* Jbb*trial * sum2
End If
End If
! Energy change In total
dE:dE1+dE2
End SUBROUTINE deltaE
Function E I (JJ,ij,k,lt)
! Coupling energy within a layer
! Double countins Is included
implicit none
Integer:: ij,k,lt
real :: JJ.EI
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If(1■=1)Then
El=J¨J*S(ij,k)*(S(i…lj,k)+S(i+lj,k)+S(ij-1,k)+S(ij+1,k))
EIse
El=0.0
End lf
End Function El
Function E2(JJ,ij,k,lt)
!Coupling energy beいⅣeen●Ⅳo layers
!Double counting ls included
iinpHcit none
lnteger::ij,k,lt
real::JJ,E2
1f(lt==1)Then
E2=-2*JJ*S(ij,k)*S(ij,k+1)
EIse
lf(MOd(k,2)==0)Then
E2=…2*JJ*S(ij,k)*(S(ij,k+1)十S(i+lj,k+1)+S(ij+1,k+1)+S(i+lj+1,k+1))
EIse
E2=…2*JJ*S(ij,k)*(S(i…lj-1,k+1)+S(ij‐1,k+1)+S(i-lj,k+1)十S(ij,k+1))
End lf
End lf
End Function E2
Function Random()
!Generating a unifollll Random number
!based On the intemal generator ln F90
llnplicit none
real=Random,x(1)
Callrandom number(x(1:1))
Random=x(1)
End Function Random
End PRΘG AⅣIising3d
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